Welcome to the V9N6 June 2011 issue of the Awareness Watch™ Newsletter. This newsletter is available as a complimentary subscription and will be issued monthly. Each newsletter will feature the following:

- Awareness Watch™ Featured Report
- Awareness Watch™ Spotters
- Awareness Watch™ Book/Paper/Article Review
- Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs

I am always open to feedback from readers so please feel free to email with all suggestions, reviews and new resources that you feel would be appropriate for inclusion in an upcoming issue of Awareness Watch™. This is an ongoing work of creativity and you will be observing constant changes, constant updates knowing that “change” is the only thing that will remain constant!!

**Awareness Watch™ Featured Report**

This month’s featured report covers Knowledge Discovery Resources 2011. With the constant addition of new and pertinent information coming online every second it is very easy to go into information overload. The true key is to be able to find the important knowledge discovery resources and sites both in the visible and invisible World Wide Web. The following selected knowledge discovery resources and sites offer excellent knowledge and information discovery sources to help you accomplish your research goals! Also visit the very latest resources on Knowledge Discovery at the following Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

http://www.KnowledgeDiscovery.info/
Knowledge Discovery Resources 2011
An Internet MiniGuide Annotated Link Compilation

By

Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A.
Executive Director – Virtual Private Library
zillman@virtualprivatelibrary.com

This Internet MiniGuide Annotated Link Compilation is dedicated to the latest and most competent resources for knowledge discovery available over the Internet. With the constant addition of new and pertinent information coming online every second it is very easy to go into information overload. The true key is to be able to find the important knowledge discovery resources and sites both in the visible and invisible World Wide Web. The following selected knowledge discovery resources and sites offer excellent knowledge and information discovery sources to help you accomplish your research goals! Also visit the very latest resources on Knowledge Discovery at the following Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

http://www.KnowledgeDiscovery.info/

ACM SIGKDD: Current Explorations Issue
Explorations is published twice yearly, in June/July and in December/January each year. The newsletter is distributed in hardcopy form to all members of the ACM SIGKDD. It is also sent to ACM's network of libraries. Online versions are available on the web free to the general public. Their goal is to make the SIGKDD Newsletter an informative, rapid means of publication and dynamic forum for communication with the Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining community.

Advanced Knowledge Technologies
http://www.aktors.org/
The Advanced Knowledge Technologies (AKT) project aims to develop and extend a range of technologies providing integrated methods and services for the capture, modelling, publishing, reuse and management of knowledge. AKT is a multi-million pound, six year collaboration between internationally recognized research groups at the Universities of Aberdeen, Edinburgh, the Open University, Sheffield and South Hampton.
APECKS: a Tool to Support Living Ontologies
http://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/KAW/KAW98/tennison/index.html
Ontology servers are currently under-developed in terms of the support they provide for collaborative activities on their content. This paper presents the APECKS (Adaptive Presentation Environment for Collaborative Knowledge Structuring) system, an ontology server which supports collaboration by allowing individuals to create personal ontologies. These ontologies can be compared with others' to prompt discussion about the sources of their differences and similarities.

Association of KnowledgeWork (AOK)
http://www.kwork.org/
At the Association of Knowledgework, people from every specialty cross professional, geographic, cultural, economic and hierarchical barriers to learn together. Not just another website, this is a virtual home for those who work with knowledge.

BAYESIA: Bayesian Networks and Data Mining Tool
http://www.bayesia.com/
The Bayesian Network approach merges and supersedes existing approaches coming from Artificial Intelligence and Data Mining, both symbolic and statistical ones. Bayesian Networks are rigorously justified, provide a distributed knowledge representation, and are as understandable as a rule base. They deal particularly well with uncertainty, and they can be manually generated by consultation of an expert, or inductively built by machine learning.

Bibliomining Information Center - Data Mining for Libraries
http://www.bibliomining.com/
The basic definition is "data mining for libraries." For years, bibliometrics has been used to track patterns in authorship, citation, etc. Today, there are many more tools available for discovering similar patterns in complex datasets from data mining and statistics. In addition, tools from management science such as Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) can be used to explore the data for patterns. Therefore, a more complex definition is: Bibliomining is the combination of data mining, bibliometrics, statistics, and reporting tools used to extract patterns of behavior-based artifacts from library systems.

Brint.com - Business Technology - Information Economy - Knowledge Management
http://km.brint.com/
KMNetwork and the WWW Virtual Library of Knowledge Management combined to bring together an excellent resource for research papers and portals on knowledge management and discovery. In depth research articles and research portals from over the entire global Internet discuss the business, technologies, processes, systems, sociology, creativity, psychology and philosophy of Knowledge Management.
Creative Commons RDF-Enhanced Search
http://search.creativecommons.org/
This search engine will help you find photos, music, text, books, educational material, and more that is free to share or build upon. Copyright applies fully and automatically to any work. A photograph, a song, a web page, an article, pretty much any form of expression, the moment it is created. This means that if you want to copy and re-use a creative work you find online, you usually have to ask the author's permission. This "all rights reserved" protection is good thing for many authors and artists. But what about those who want you to use their work freely without permission -- but on certain conditions? This search engine helps you quickly find those authors and the work they have marked as free to use with only "some rights reserved." If you respect the rights they have reserved (which will be clearly marked, as you'll see) then you can use the work without having to contact them and ask. In some cases, you may even find work in the public domain -- that is, free for any use with "no rights reserved."

Conceptual Graphs
http://conceptualgraphs.org/
Conceptual graphs (CGs) are a system of logic based on the existential graphs of Charles Sanders Peirce and the semantic networks of artificial intelligence. They express meaning in a form that is logically precise, humanly readable, and computationally tractable. With their direct mapping to language, conceptual graphs serve as an intermediate language for translating computer-oriented formalisms to and from natural languages. With their graphic representation, they serve as a readable, but formal design and specification language. CGs have been implemented in a variety of projects for information retrieval, database design, expert systems, and natural language processing.

Data Mining Resources
http://www.DataMiningResources.info/
A Subject Tracer™ Information Blog developed and created by Internet expert, author, keynote speaker and consultant Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A. for monitoring data mining resources and sites on the Internet.

Data Mining : White Papers, Webcasts and Product Information
http://www.bitpipe.com/data/rlist?t=itmgmt_10_40_96
Research the latest Data Mining technologies, tools and techniques. Read white papers, case studies, webcasts and product information from multiple vendors.

Deep Web Research 2011
http://DeepWeb.us/
Web search guru Marcus P. Zillman's guide extensively documents resources that include articles, books, websites, presentations, search engines, and technology applications that facilitate the challenging task of accessing information, published in many formats, that encompass the hundreds of millions of pages comprising the "deep web."
Explore Open Archives
http://opcit.eprints.org/explorearchives.shtml
This site lists and comments on other lists of individual open archives. This list and its categorisation gives a broad overview of the structure, size and progress of full-text open access eprint archives. This list will be maintained and updated as far as is possible, and is intended to assist further quantitative research on the open access eprint phenomenon for those who want to measure the growth and quality of open access eprint archives.

Global Knowledge Partnership (GKP)
http://www.globalknowledge.org/
The Global Knowledge Partnership (GKP) is a worldwide network committed to harnessing the potential of information and communication technologies (ICTs)* for sustainable and equitable development. GKP’s vision is a world of equal opportunities where all people can access and use knowledge and information to improve their lives. The network enables the sharing of information, experiences and resources to help reduce poverty and empower people.

GMDH - Group Method of Data Handling
http://come.to/GMDH
Group Method of Data Handling was applied in a great variety of areas for data mining and knowledge discovery, forecasting and systems modeling, optimization and pattern recognition. Inductive GMDH algorithms give possibility to find automatically interrelations in data, to select optimal structure of model or network and to increase the accuracy of existing algorithms. This original self-organizing approach is substantially different from deductive methods used commonly for modeling. It has inductive nature - it finds the best solution by sorting-out of possible variants.

Gurteen Knowledge Website
http://www.gurteen.com/
This site acts as a gateway Knowledge Management, Learning, Thinking, Creativity, Personal Mastery; Personal Knowledge Management and the effective use of Technology. The site has been created by and maintained by David Gurteen an UK-based knowledge consultant.

Google™ Directory – Knowledge Discovery
http://directory.google.com/Top/Reference/Knowledge_Management/Knowledge_Discovery/
Google’s directory of Knowledge Discovery resources on the world wide web in the following categories: 1) Books, 2) Business and Companies, 3) Data Mining, 4) Information Visualization, 5) Magazines and eZines, 6) OLAP, 7) Organizations, 8) Software, and 9) Test Mining.
IBM Research - Knowledge Discovery & Data Mining (KDD)  
http://www.research.ibm.com/compsci/kdd/
IBM Research has been at the forefront of the exciting new area of Knowledge Discovery & Data Mining (KDD) from the very beginning. Key advances in robust and scalable data mining, methods for fast pattern detection from very large databases, text and web mining, and innovative business intelligence applications have come from our research laboratories. Links to their current projects as well as KDD links are available from this site.

International Workshop on Peer-to-Peer Knowledge Management (P2PKM)  
http://www.p2pkm.org/
The P2PKM workshop is intended to serve as an active forum for researchers and practitioners, where they will have the possibility to exchange and discuss novel ideas, research results and experiences, laying in the intersection of the P2P, Knowledge Management (KM), Semantic Web, databases, pervasive computing, agents, as well as other related fields.

ITtoolbox Knowledge Management – Knowledge Management Information and Tools  
http://knowledgemanagement.ittoolbox.com/

KBL(sm): A Registry of Library Knowledge Bases  
http://www.public.iastate.edu/~CYBERSTACKS/KBL.htm
Library-created or library-related Knowledge Bases. A Knowledge Base / Knowledgebase may be defined as a database with a focus on empirical or practical knowledge. In recent years, Knowledge bases have become common components for many businesses and services.

K-CAP2005 - Third International Conference on Knowledge Capture  
http://www.kcap05.org/
Areas covered: Knowledge engineering and modeling methodologies, Mixed-initiative planning and decision-support tools, Acquisition of problem-solving knowledge, Programming-by-demonstration systems, Knowledge management environments, Knowledge-based markup techniques, Knowledge extraction systems, Knowledge acquisition tools, Advice taking systems, and Learning apprentice.
k-collector – Enterprise Knowledge Aggregator
http://www.evectors.it/itideatools/story$data=ideatools&num=142&sec=5
k-collector is an enterprise knowledge aggregator that leverages the power of social software, weblogs and shared topics to present new ways of finding and combining the real knowledge in your organization.

KDD-2011 - The 17th Annual ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
http://www.acm.org/sigs/sigkdd/kdd2011/
The annual ACM SIGKDD conference is the premier international forum for data mining researchers and practitioners from academia, industry, and government to share their ideas, research results and experiences. KDD-2011 will feature keynote presentations, oral paper presentations, poster sessions, workshops, tutorials, panels, exhibits, demonstrations, and the KDD Cup competition. KDD-2011 will run from August 21-24 in San Diego, CA and will feature hundreds of practitioners and academic data miners converging on the one location.

KDnuggets: Data Mining, Web Mining, and Knowledge Discovery Guide
http://www.kdnuggets.com/
KDnuggets.com (KD stands for Knowledge Discovery) is the leading source of information on Data Mining, Web Mining, Knowledge Discovery, and Decision Support Topics, including News, Software, Solutions, Companies, Jobs, Courses, Meetings, Publications, and more. KDnuggets News has been widely recognized as the leading newsletter on Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery.

KmBlogger
http://kmwiki.wikispaces.com/
A resource covering site, resources, communities and related information about the relationship between blogs and knowledge management and knowledge discovery.

Know-Center - Austria's Competence Center for Knowledge Management
http://www.know-center.at
The Know-Center is Austria’s Competence Center for knowledge-based Applications and Systems. The Know-Center has its core competences in the fields of information technology as enabling technologies for knowledge management and in human-oriented knowledge management.

Knowledge Discovery
http://www.KnowledgeDiscovery.info/
A Subject Tracer™ Information Blog developed and created by Internet expert, author, keynote speaker and consultant Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A. for monitoring knowledge discovery resources and sites on the Internet.
Knowledge Harvesting
http://www.KnowledgeHarvesting.org/
Knowledge Harvesting is used to rapidly convert top-performer expertise into knowledge assets that enhance corporate valuation and protect the organization from knowledge degradation. The purpose of this site is to offer an extensive introduction to Knowledge Harvesting.

Knowledge Management Cluster Web
http://www.kmcluster.com/
KMCluster focus is knowledge management (KM). Focus is also on the key KM techniques of enterprise collaboration (EC), organizational learning (OL), communities of practice (CP), social networks (SN), intellectual capital (IC), complexity science (CS), content management (CM), measurement & metrics (MM), policy & procedures (PP), innovation & invention (II) and analytics & taxonomies (AT).

Knowledge Management Magazine – Inside Knowledge
http://www.kmmagazine.com/
The original knowledge management publication. The knowledge that exists within your organization is your only sustainable source of competitive advantage. They believe this makes knowledge management a strategic imperative for you. Each issue of Inside Knowledge is designed to provide you with the information you require to: 1) Learn from the mistakes and success stories of others, 2) Lower business costs and increase productivity across your organization, 3) Ensure the ongoing professional development of yourself and your colleagues, and 4) Keep on top of industry developments, new techniques and tools for knowledge management and knowledge discovery.

Knowledge Management Research Center - CIO
http://www.cio.com/topic/1467/Knowledge_Management
Making the most of intellectual capital. Topics in the Knowledge Management Research Center include: 1) Overview, 2) Strategy, 3) Process, 4) Measurement, 5) Technology, 6) Portal and Collaboration, 7) In the Know, 8) Case Studies, 9) Metrics, 10) CIO Radio, 11) Q&A, 12) Books, 13) Events, and 14) Newsletters. A comprehensive research center presented and updated by CIO.

Knowledge Management Resource Center
http://www.kmresource.com/
Knowledge Management Resource Center is a gateway to the world of Knowledge Management (KM). On this site you'll find a comprehensive collection of KM resources, each reviewed and described to help you quickly locate what you're looking for. You can explore knowledge management in their 17 departments, browse their bookstore, or search the site by keyword.
Linguistic Tools for Knowledge Discovery
http://www.montague.com/abstracts/discovery.htm
The gaps between subject and functional boundaries are one of the best sources of breakthrough innovation. Yet for a variety of reasons — managerial, technical, and editorial — it's often difficult to exploit them. In this article they use an example from their own research and experience to show how linguistic tools such as thesauri, glossaries, and navigation schemes can promote knowledge discovery by exposing potential linkages between seemingly unrelated subjects.

my Knowledge Explorer (MKE) and the mKR Language
http://mKRmKE.org/
my Knowledge Explorer (MKE) is an interactive tool for organizing knowledge. It helps the user to record, change and search knowledge, and provides extensive error checking to ensure the internal consistency of the knowledge. Interaction with mKE uses the mKR language. mKR is a very-high-level knowledge representation language with simple English-like statements, questions and commands, plus UNIX-shell-like variables, methods and control structures.

Megaputer Intelligence
http://www.megaputer.com/
Megaputer Intelligence Inc., a Delaware corporation established in May of 1997, is a leading developer and distributor of advanced software tools for data mining, text mining, and intelligent e-commerce personalization. Their tools help reveal knowledge hidden in data. They add intelligence and insight to every step of the business decision-making process. The mission of Megaputer is to provide customers around the world with top quality software tools for transforming raw data into knowledge and facilitating better business decisions.

Open Directory – Knowledge Discovery
http://dmoz.org/Reference/Knowledge_Management/Knowledge_Discovery/ A listing of knowledge discovery resources broken into the following categories: 1) Books, 2) Business and Companies, 3) Magazine and eZines, 4) Organizations, 5) Software, 6) Data Mining, 7) Information Visualization, 8) OLAP, and 9) Text Mining.

PEPITe S.A.
http://www.pepite.be/
PEPITe is a company specialized in intelligent data exploration and knowledge extraction techniques. PEPITe sells Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) solutions. These solutions combine software modules and services. PEPITe offers a complete range of services and products dedicated to industrial Data Mining (DM) applications.
STATISTICA - Data Mining, Data Analysis, Quality Control, and Web Analytics Software
http://www.statsoft.com/
StatSoft’s flagship product line is the STATISTICA suite of analytics software products. STATISTICA provides the most comprehensive array of data analysis, data management, data visualization and data mining procedures. Its techniques include the widest selection of predictive modeling, clustering, classification and exploratory techniques in one software platform. Ideal for the knowledge discovery starter kit ….

Telemakus - Mining and Mapping Research Findings to Promote Knowledge Discovery
http://www.telemakus.net/
The goal of the Telemakus System is to enhance the knowledge discovery process by developing retrieval, visual and interaction tools to mine and map research findings from the research literature. The objective of the research is to create, test and validate an infrastructure to permit the automation of the creation and maintenance of a searchable database that generates knowledge maps via query tools and concept mapping algorithms. We will also be applying natural language processing models and information analysis methods to ultimately speed up the scientific discovery process.

The Data Mine
http://www.the-data-mine.com/
The Data Mine was launched in April 1994, to provide information about DataMining (AKA KnowledgeDiscoveryInDatabases or KDD). There are 6 separate DataMining topic areas (known as "webs"), each with an index. You could also start with the IntroductionToDataMining. Popular pages include: OnLine Analytical Processing (OLAP), Data Mining Journals, Data Mining Tutorials, Data Sources. Topic areas include: Data Mining Software, Data Mining Index, Data Mining General/Misc, People Working in Data Mining, and Data Mining Companies and Organizations.

The Protégé Project
http://protege.stanford.edu/
Protégé is an ontology editor and a knowledge-base editor. Protégé is also an open-source, Java tool that provides an extensible architecture for the creation of customized knowledge-based applications. Protégé’s OWL Plug-in now provides support for editing Semantic Web ontologies.

Visual Analytics - VisuaLinks, Link Analysis, Data Mining Software
http://www.visualanalytics.com/
VisuaLinks® is a platform-independent, graphical analysis tool used to discover patterns, trends, associations and hidden networks in any number and type of data sources. VisuaLinks presents data graphically uncovering underlying relationships and patterns. VisuaLinks addresses the entire analytical process – from access and integration to
presentation and reporting – providing a single and complete solution to a broad range of data analysis needs.

UCI Knowledge Discovery in Databases Archive
http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/
This is an online repository of large data sets which encompasses a wide variety of data types, analysis tasks, and application areas. The primary role of this repository is to enable researchers in knowledge discovery and data mining to scale existing and future data analysis algorithms to very large and complex data sets. The archive is intended to serve as a permanent repository of publicly-accessible data sets for research in KDD and data mining.

Knowledge Discovery/Management and Data Mining

Academic and Scholar Search Engines and Sources
http://www.ScholarSearchEngines.com/

Academic Earth - Thousands of Video Lectures From the World's Top Scholars
http://academicearth.org/

Academici - Where People Who Know Meet People Who Know
http://www.academici.com/

ACM SIGKDD: Current Explorations Issue

ACM SIGKDD Home Page
http://www.acm.org/sigs/sigkdd/

Advanced Knowledge Technologies
http://www.aktors.org/

Advancing Knowledge and the Knowledge Economy
http://advancingknowledge.com/

Amazon.com: A Glance: Managing Knowledge : A Practical Web-Based Approach
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/020143315X/002-5401737-1036049
Ambient Intelligence: Changing Forms of Human-Computer Interaction and their Social Implications by Mahesh S. Raisinghani*, Ally Benoit, Jianchun Ding, Maria Gomez, Kanak Gupta, Victor Gusila, Daniel Power and Oliver Schmedding
http://journals.tdl.org/jodi/article/viewArticle/149/147

Analyzing the Role of Knowledge Organization in Scholarly Communication
http://www.db.dk/dbi/samling/phd/jackandersen-phd.htm

Association of KnowledgeWork (AOK)
http://www.kwork.org/

BAYESIA: Bayesian Networks and Data Mining Tool
http://www.bayesia.com/

Bibliomining Information Center
http://www.bibliomining.com/

BLIASoft Knowledge Discovery
http://www.bliasoft.com/Eindex.html

Brint.com - Business Technology - Information Economy - Knowledge Management
http://www.brint.com/

Center for Automated Learning and Discovery
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~cald/

ChangeThis - A New Media
http://www.changethis.com/

Community Intelligence labs (CoIL)
http://www.co-i-l.com/coil/knowledge-garden/cop/index.shtml

Conzilla - Concept Browser
http://www.conzilla.org/

Creative Commons RDF-Enhanced Search
http://search.creativecommons.org/

Context Discovery - Text Summarization and Knowledge Discovery Tool
http://www.contextdiscovery.com/

DataFerrett - Data Mining Tool
http://dataferrett.census.gov/
Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery in Databases
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.42.1071

Data Mining Resources
http://www.DataMiningResources.info/

Data Mining : White Papers, Webcasts and Product Information
http://www.bitpipe.com/data/rlist?t=itmgmt_10_40_96

DBpedia Knowledge Base
http://dbpedia.org/

Deep Web Research
http://www.deepwebresearch.info/

Delineal - Next Generation Decision Engines and eDiscovery Applications
http://www.delineal.com/

ePresence Interactive Media
http://epresence.tv/

Excited Utterances - Archived Resource Of All Things Legal KM
http://www.excitedutterances.blogspot.com/

Explore Open Archives
http://opcit.eprints.org/explorearchives.shtml

Global Knowledge Partnership (GKP)
http://www.globalknowledge.org/

GMDH - Group Method of Data Handling
http://come.to/GMDH

GNOSS - Connect Intelligence and Interests
http://www.gnoss.com/

Gurteen Knowledge Website
http://www.gurteen.com/

IBM Research - Knowledge Discovery & Data Mining
http://www.research.ibm.com/compsci/kdd/

IET Discover
http://discover.theiet.org/
Information Retrieval Intelligence
http://www.miislita.com/

Insead Knowledge
http://knowledge.insead.edu/

Intellexer - Custom Built Search Engines, Knowledge Management Tools, Natural Language Processing
http://www.intellexer.com/

Interdisciplinary Journal of Information, Knowledge, and Management
http://ijikm.org/

Interdisciplinary Journal of Knowledge and Learning Objects
http://www.ijklo.org/

International Conference on Knowledge Management (ICKM 2008)
http://www.ickm2008.org/

International Journal of Knowledge and Learning (IJKL)

International Journal of Knowledge-Based and Intelligent Engineering Systems
http://www.kesinternational.org/journal/

International Journal of Knowledge Management (IJKM)
http://www.igi-global.com/journals/details.asp?id=4288

International Journal of Knowledge Management Studies (IJKMS)
http://www.inderscience.com/ijkms/

International Workshop on Peer-to-Peer Knowledge Management (P2PKM)
http://www.p2pkm.org/

ITtoolbox Knowledge Management
http://knowledgemanagement.ittoolbox.com/

J.UKM: Universal Journal of Knowledge Management
http://www.jukm.org/

KANA -- Knowledge Management
http://www.kana.com/
KBL(sm): A Registry of Library Knowledge Bases
http://www.public.iastate.edu/~CYBERSTACKS/KBL.htm

K-CAP2005 - Third International Conference on Knowledge Capture
http://www.kcap05.org/

KDD-2010: The 16th ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
http://www.acm.org/sigs/sigkdd/kdd2010/

KDD-2011: The 17th ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
http://www.acm.org/sigs/sigkdd/kdd2011/

KDnuggets: Data Mining, Web Mining, and Knowledge Discovery Guide
http://www.kdnuggets.com/

KM4d - Open Access, Peer-Reviewed, On Knowledge Management In Development
http://www.km4dev.org/

KmBlogger
http://kmwiki.wikispaces.com/

KMCI - The New Knowledge Management
http://www.kmci.org/

KmForums
http://kmwiki.wikispaces.com/

KMNetwork
http://www.brint.com/km/

KmWiki
http://kmwiki.wikispaces.com/

KMWorld
http://www.kmworld.com/

Know-Center - Austria's Competence Center for Knowledge Management
http://www.know-center.at/

Knowledge and Distributed Intelligence
Knowledge at Wharton
http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/

Knowledge Base - Indiana University
http://kb.indiana.edu/

Knowledge-Based Collaboration Webs
http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/its/

KnowledgeBoard: the European Knowledge Management (KM) Community
http://www.knowledgeboard.com/

Knowledge Connections Website
http://www.skyrme.com/index.htm

Knowledge Ecology International (KEI)
http://www.keionline.org/

KnowledgeForge - Digital Open Knowledge Community
http://www.knowledgeforge.net/

Knowledge Management
http://www.mapnp.org/library/org_perf/know_mng.htm

Knowledge Management for Development (KM4Dev)
http://www.km4dev.org/

Knowledge Management Cluster Web
http://www.kmcluster.com/

Knowledge Management Consortium International - Resource Center
http://www.kmci.org/

Knowledge Management Is a Business Imperative
http://www.llrx.com/features/kmsmarter.htm

Knowledge Management Knowledge Base
http://knowledgemanagement.ittoolbox.com/

Knowledge Management Magazine
http://www.kmmagazine.com/

Knowledge Management Research and Practice (KMRP)
http://www.palgrave-journals.com/kmrp/index.html
Knowledge Management Resource Center
http://www.kmresource.com/

Knowledge Nurture
http://www.knowledge-nurture.com/

KnowledgeTree™ - Open Source Document Management System
http://kt-dms.sourceforge.net/

Linguistic Tools for Knowledge Discovery
http://www.montague.com/abstracts/discovery.htm

LLRX: Deep Web Research 2011

LLRX -- Knowledge Management: A Bibliographic Resource
http://www.llrx.com/features/km_bib.htm

London Knowledge Lab
http://www.lkl.ac.uk/cms/index.php

M2K (Music-to-Knowledge)Toolkit
http://www.music-ir.org/evaluation/m2k/

Megaputer Intelligence
http://www.megaputer.com/

Melcrum's Knowledge Management Newsletter
http://www.melcrum.com/services/topic_alerts/source_km/archive_new.shtml

Meta Knowlege Management Portal
http://www.metakm.com/

MIT Center for Collective Intelligence
http://cci.mit.edu/

NodeXL - Network Overview, Discovery and Exploration for Excel
http://nodexl.codeplex.com/

OpenClinical - Knowledge Management for Healthcare
http://www.openclinical.org/

OpenKM - Knowledge Management
http://www.openkm.com/
Open Knowledge Definition (OKD) - Defining the Open in Open Data, Open Content and Open Information
http://www.opendefinition.org/

Open Knowledge Foundation
http://www.okfn.org/

PEPITe S.A.
http://www.pepite.be/

Perilog
http://ettc.usc.edu/ames/perilog/homepage.html

Public Knowledge Project (PKP)
http://pkp.sfu.ca/

Resource Discovery iKit
http://cdlr.strath.ac.uk/rdinfokit/service/index.cfm

SecondBrain - Organize and Discover Online Content
http://secondbrain.com/

Semantic Knowledge Technologies and Language Computation
http://gate.ac.uk/projects/sekt/

SIGKDD Explorations
http://www.acm.org/sigs/sigkdd/explorations/

Software Suites for Data Mining, Analytics, and Knowledge Discovery
http://www.kdnuggets.com/software/suites.html

SPREE - The Knowledge Exchange Network Project
http://spree.dai-labor.de/

STATISTICA - Data Mining, Data Analysis, Quality Control, and Web Analytics Software
http://www.statsoft.com/

Team Knowledge Management: A Computer-Mediated Approach - A Knowledge Ability White Paper
http://www.knowab.co.uk/wbwteam.html
Telemakus - Mining and Mapping Research Findings to Promote Knowledge Discovery
http://www.telemakus.net/

The Brain - Visual Information Management
http://www.TheBrain.com/

The Data Mine
http://www.the-data-mine.com/

The Gurteen Knowledge Website - Knowledge Management
http://www.gurteen.com/

The Protégé Project
http://protege.stanford.edu/

The Nonsense of 'Knowledge Management' by T.D. Wilson
http://www.informationr.net/ir/8-1/paper144.html

The Semantic Indexing Project - Creating Tools To Identify the Latent Knowledge Found in Text
http://www.knowledgesearch.org/

TripleHop Technologies: Knowledge Management
http://www.triplehop.com/solutions/knowledge.htm

UCI Machine Learning Repository Content Summary
http://mlearn.ics.uci.edu/MLSummary.html

Uncovering Epistemological and Ontological Assumptions of Software Designers

wePapers - Creating the World's Biggest Study Group for Knowledge Discovery
http://www.wepapers.com/
Knowledge Discovery/Retrieval and the World Wide Web

Advanced Knowledge Technologies (AKT)
http://www.aktors.org/akt/

AnkaSearch - Meta Search and Deep Web Search Desktop Tool
http://www.ankasoftware.com/ankasearch.html

APECKS: a Tool to Support Living Ontologies
http://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/KAW/KAW98/tennison/index.html

Bloomfire - Simplest Way To Spread Knowledge
http://www.bloomfire.com/

CGI: Common Gateway Interface
http://www.w3.org/CGI/

Cirilab Knowledge Generation Engine™ (KGE)
http://www.cirilab.com/

Comindwork - Collaboration Mind Work: Online Tools for Project Management, Collaboration and Knowledge Sharing
http://www.comindwork.com/

Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN)
http://www.ckan.net/

Controlled Languages in Industry
http://cslu.cse.ogi.edu/HLTsurvey/ch7node8.html

Corporate Memory Through Cooperative Creation of Knowledge Bases and Hyper-Documents
http://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/KAW/KAW96/euzenat/euzenat96b.html

Creative Commons RDF-Enhanced Search
http://search.creativecommons.org/

CSA - Guide to Discovery
http://www.csa.com/

Database Projects -- WebLog
http://users.encs.concordia.ca/~bibdb/weblog.html
dgCommunities - Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration Worldwide
http://topics.developmentgateway.org/

Eigenfactor.org - Ranking and Mapping Scientific Knowledge
http://www.eigenfactor.org/

Electronic Journal of Knowledge Management (EJKM)
http://www.ejkm.com/

Evri - Search Less Discover More
http://www.evri.com/

Foundations and Trends® in Information Retrieval
http://www.nowpublishers.com/ir/

FreshNotes - Why Search? Discover
http://www.freshnotes.com/

Go-Geo! - Geo-Spatial Datasets and Related Resources
http://www.gogeo.ac.uk/

Google Directory - Reference & Knowledge Management & Knowledge Discovery
http://snipurl.com/7f7v

Harvest Information Discovery and Access System

International Journal of Knowledge and Web Intelligence
http://www.inderscience.com/ijkwi

Knowledge Harvesting
http://www.KnowledgeHarvesting.org/

Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF)
http://logic.stanford.edu/kif/kif.html

Knowledgespeak - STM Publishing News from Scope eKnowledge Center
http://www.knowledgespeak.com/Index.asp

KnowleSys - Web Data Extraction
http://www.knowlesys.com/

Librarians' Resource Centre - SLA Toronto Chapter Toolbox
http://slatoronto.andornot.com/lrc.aspx
OntoBroker and Related Initiatives for the Semantic Web
http://ontobroker.semanticweb.org/

Ontosaurus: Loom Web Browser
http://www.isi.edu/isd/ontosaurus.html

Qitera - Unleashing Collective Knowledge
http://www.qitera.com/

Qlipso - Content Discovery Collectively Tool
http://www.qlipso.com/

RDF: Resource Description Framework
http://www.w3.org/RDF/

Sharein - Share Your Discoveries
http://sharein.com/

Surfulater - Software for Internet Research and Web Information Management
http://www.surfulater.com/

Tadzebao and WebOnto: Discussing, Browsing, and Editing Ontologies on the Web
http://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/KAW/KAW98/domingue/

The Klearinghouse: An Inventory of Knowledge Technologies
http://www.ariadne.ac.uk/issue25/brett/

The Lemur Toolkit - Language Modeling and Information Retrieval Research
http://www.lemurproject.org/

ThoughtMesh - Publishing and Discovering Scholarly Papers Online
http://thoughtmesh.net/

Universal Data Element Framework (UDEF)
http://xml.coverpages.org/udef.html

Video Lectures - Exchange Ideas and Share Knowledge
http://videolectures.net/

Visual Analytics - VisuaLinks, Link Analysis, Data Mining Software
http://www.visualanalytics.com/
Visual Programming Languages Bibliography: A Branch of the Visual Language Research Bibliography
http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~burnett/vpl.html

Web Information Retrieval/Natural Language Processing Group (WING)
http://wing.comp.nus.edu.sg/portal/

Web IR & IE
http://www.webir.org/

YourVersion - Real Time Discovery Engine of Relevant Content for Your Personal Interests
http://www.yourversion.com/

**Awareness Watch™ Spotters**

**Finance41 - Painless Personal Finance**
https://finance41.com/
Finance41 is a free online personal finance service that keeps track of your spendings, incomes and savings. What sets Finance41 apart from other personal finance services is the commitment we’ve made to keep it as simple and easy to use as possible while adding all the features users need and keeping it free. Adding transactions can’t be any faster, with a one input field form. The user interface is minimal to stay out of your way and deliver your financial data in a clear, easy to follow layout. You don’t need an account to give it a try. This will be added to Financial Sources Subject Tracer™.

**Twitshift - Follow Yourself on Twitter From a Year Ago**
http://www.twitshift.com/
Twitshift is a service that lets you follow yourself on Twitter from a year ago. First things first — Sign in with Twitter to start importing your old Tweets. They will store your old posts on their server and repost them to a second account of your choosing on the same day you posted them last year. This will be added to Social Informatics Subject Tracer™.

**Culture and Society: Journal of Social Research**
http://culturesociety.vdu.lt/
Culture and Society: Journal of Social Research presents interdisciplinary empirical and theoretical scholarship in social sciences. The journal welcomes contributions from a wide range of relevant fields, including sociology, social work, anthropology, gender studies, media and communication studies. Using diverse methodologies, articles in Culture and Society explore a variety of topics related to globalization, identity politics in contemporary world, social welfare and multiculturalism. Contributions in both
Lithuanian and English are welcome. Culture and Society is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Articles available in PDF format.

**killShare - Learn, Teach, Community**
http://www.killshare.com/
Skillshare is a community marketplace to learn anything from anyone. They believe that everyone has something they’ve always wanted to learn, and something that they can teach to others. They are here to make the exchange of knowledge easy, fun, and rewarding. This will be added to Tutorial Resources Subject Tracer™.

**rondee - It's Your Call**
http://www.rondee.com/
Rondee is the leading free conference calling service and offers a superior way to communicate on the phone. Now you can connect easily with any group on the phone with web-based scheduling, attendance tracking, and even a display of who's talking! Rondee was founded by veteran telecom industry entrepreneurs who understand that your choice of conference calling service is not just a technology selection but a critical decision affecting how your organization, team or company communicates. They understand that having a service be free is only the starting point. So they were the first conference calling service to launch web-based scheduling and response tracking. Rondee has been featured in many of the best known media outlets and continues to innovate with features such as free call recording, email reminders, call archiving, recurring appointments, the ability to personalize PIN codes and on-call display of participants. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

**wibbitz - Video Surfing The Web**
http://wibbitz.com/
Wibbitz provides a video player plugin for your site that takes static web content like images, headlines and video clips- in real-time and automatically creates an interactive video, giving users an engaging overview of the website by "video-surfing". The video is always up-to-date and the user can interact with it by reading the full story and sharing the video's content on various social networks. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Journal of Biomedical Nanotechnology (JBN)**
http://www.aspbs.com/jbn.html
Journal of Biomedical Nanotechnology (JBN) is a peer-reviewed multidisciplinary journal providing broad coverage in all research areas focused on the applications of nanotechnology in medicine, drug delivery systems, infectious disease, biomedical sciences, biotechnology, and all other related fields of life sciences.
WinkSite - One World, No Borders
http://winksite.com/
Winksite® is a leading mobile content management and social networking software company whose solutions connect publishers to their audiences and audience members to each other since 2001. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Wiggio - Free Online Toolkit That Makes It Easy To Work In Groups
http://wiggio.com/
Working in groups is inherently frustrating. They designed Wiggio to be easy and straightforward - it provides everything you need to work productively in your groups, without bogging you down with complexities, help menus and unnecessary features. Everyone will be able to use Wiggio, regardless of how tech-savvy your group members are. On Wiggio, you can share and edit files, manage a group calendar, poll your group, post links, set up conference calls, chat online and send mass text, voice and email messages to your group members. Each group member can define how they want to keep informed of group activity. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

Calisphere - University of California's Free Public Gateway to a World of Primary Sources
http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/
Calisphere is the University of California's free public gateway to a world of primary sources. More than 150,000 digitized items — including photographs, documents, newspaper pages, political cartoons, works of art, diaries, transcribed oral histories, advertising, and other unique cultural artifacts — reveal the diverse history and culture of California and its role in national and world history. Calisphere's content has been selected from the libraries and museums of the UC campuses, and from a variety of cultural heritage organizations across California. Calisphere is a public service project of the California Digital Library (CDL). Through the use of technology and innovation, the CDL supports the assembly and creative use of scholarship for the UC libraries and the communities they serve. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Egyptian Journal of Remote Sensing and Space Science
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/11109823
The Egyptian Journal of Remote Sensing and Space Sciences will cover all aspects of remote sensing and its applications and will publish scientific papers in different subject areas such as:

1. Remote Sensing and GIS Technology

2. Remote Sensing and GIS Applications in:
* Geology: Geomorphology Structure Hydrogeology Mineralogy
* Engineering Geology
* Space Archaeology
* Agriculture: Soil Science Orchards Desertification
* Urban Planning
* Image and Signal Processing
* Environment
* Coastal Research

3. Space Sciences

Articles should be concise, innovative and of interest to a broad spectrum of readers.

**Sociosecure - Protecting Company Information and Employee Privacy**
http://www.sociosecure.com/
Sociosecure Technologies Inc focuses on bridging the gap between the employer and employee where both parties can take advantage of social networks and at the same time protect employee privacy and maintain corporate image and branding. Their solution helps employers implement and verify their social media policy and a complete social media privacy solution. This has been added to Social Informatics Subject Tracer™. This will be added to Privacy Resources Subject Tracer™.

**MOAT Search - Searching for Display Advertisements**
http://www.moat.com/
Moat is focused on building easy-to-use products that help advertisers build and sustain their competitive advantage. Moat Ad Search is a patent-pending search engine for display ads, making it easy to find what ads are running on top sites. Moat Ad Analytics enables advertisers to see how and why users are engaging with their ads, leveraging Moat’s patent-pending heatmap technology. Moat Marketplace is the first creative marketplace focusing exclusively on display ads by connecting brand advertisers with top creative talent. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

**TeacherTube - Teach the World**
http://www1.teachertube.com/
After beta testing for almost two months, TeacherTube officially launched on March 6, 2007. Their goal is to provide an online community for sharing instructional videos. They seek to fill a need for a more educationally focused, safe venue for teachers, schools, and home learners. It is a site to provide anytime, anywhere professional development with teachers teaching teachers. As well, it is a site where teachers can post videos designed for students to view in order to learn a concept or skill. Most importantly, TeacherTube community members are a major part of the evolution of the site. Members are encouraged to not only upload educationally relevant videos, but also to make
constructive comments and use the rating system to show appreciation for videos of value to one as an educator or learner. Users also have the ability to preserve the integrity of the site by flagging inappropriate videos. TeacherTube staff review flagged sites and will remove any inappropriate posts. With more collegial commentary and discussion through messaging and responses, the quality of this resource will only increase. The service is free for everyone. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**International Journal of Medical and Pharmaceutical Sciences (IJMPS)**
http://www.ijmps.com/
International Journal of Medical and Pharmaceutical Sciences (IJMPS) publishes peer-reviewed research and review articles in all fields of Medical and Pharmaceutical Sciences. Types of articles include original research papers, reviews, mini-reviews, short research communications, and letters to the editor. International Journal of Medical and Pharmaceutical Sciences is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Articles available in PDF format.

**Trove - Personalized News Service**
http://trove.com/
Trove is a new digital news experience from The Washington Post that gives you easy access to the information you care about. Trove harnesses smart, flexible technology that learns from the choices you make. Some have called it “Pandora for news,” and the serendipity in its suggestions, pulled from around 10,000 sources, makes Trove a powerful tool for information discovery. But it’s not just algorithms that drive Trove. Their editors are constantly working to inject the latest news onto the site’s home page and into channels of information that users can choose to follow. Meanwhile, their crew of engineers keeps Trove in a state of perpetual evolution. As a Trove user, you’ll have the power to create your own channels, which you can use to follow the people, places, things, and information sources that catch your eye. Starting up your Trove experience is easy; the site uses Facebook Connect to deliver to many users a slate of channels based on their already defined interests. And Trove is, by its nature, a social experience: you can share your channels with your friends, engage with fellow site users using the conversation boards featured on every channel, and interact with Trove on Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr. And you can take Trove with you on your Android or BlackBerry device (iPhone and iPad apps are coming soon). This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**33Mail.com - Free Unlimited Disposable eMail Addresses**
http://33mail.com/
Free unlimited disposable eMail addresses. Features include: a) Create a new Email address for every time you need one, b) Maintain complete control over active addresses, c) Works seamlessly with all mail providers, and d) Never receive unwanted email again. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Translation Telephone
http://www.translation-telephone.com/
Ever played the "Telephone" game, where you send a message around a circle of people & see how it turns out? This is an online version which translates the message to 20 random languages using Google Translate and finally translates it back to the original language. Have fun! This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Internet Journal of Medical Education
Within the context of medical and health sciences' education, issues covered by The Internet Journal of Medical Education include, but are not limited to:

* Curriculum design, development and delivery
* Assessment and evaluation
* Teaching methods - reviewing older methods and describing newer methods
* Opportunities and challenges
* Innovations
* Distance education
* Online education
* Informal education
* Educational governance
* Quality issues
* Education for the lay person
* History of education
* Ethics in education
* Students' perceptions
* International models
* Faculty development, support & scholarship
* Inter-professional education

Internet Journal of Medical Education is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Content available online.

Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE)
http://www.encodeproject.org/ENCODE/
The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) Consortium is an international collaboration of research groups funded by the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI). The goal of ENCODE is to build a comprehensive parts list of functional elements in the human genome, including elements that act at the protein and RNA levels, and regulatory elements that control cells and circumstances in which a gene is active. ENCODE data are now available for the entire human genome. All ENCODE data are free and available for immediate use via the following: a) Search for displayable tracks and downloadable files; b) Download of data files; c) Visualization in the UCSC
Genome Browser (ENCOD data marked with the NHGRI logo); and d) Data mining with the UCSC Table Browser and other UCSC Genome Bioinformatics tools. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Biological Informatics Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Updated> Web Data Extractors
http://www.WebDataExtractors.com/
I have just updated my research white paper link compilation titled "Web Data Extractors" now a 17 page research paper listing many resources both new and existing that will help anyone who is attempting to find information and knowledge research about web data extraction on the Internet. It is freely available as a .pdf file (149KB) at the above link from the Virtual Private Library™ and authored by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A. It was updated May 6, 2011. Other white papers are available by clicking here.

Snapfinch - Photo Search and Discover
http://snapfinch.com/
Snapfinch provides a way to search and discover photos shared via Instagram, PicPlz, Burstn, Snapr and Steply. You can browse the photos discovered by other users or sign up with your Facebook, Twitter, Google, Yahoo, Flickr or OpenID social accounts and then link your Instagram, PicPlz or Snapr accounts to comment, like and follow users on Snapfinch. This means you get one combined timeline and photo browser for all your social photo sharing accounts. Once you've registered and signed in, you will also start earning points for discovering new photos. Points are awarded for each new photo you discover on Snapfinch. You get 1 point per photo. These points are displayed in your timeline, in the right sidebar. You can also see the top discoverers leader board in the bottom portion of the right sidebar. Soon we will be giving away prizes to the top discoverers. This will be determined by the person with the most points. To earn points you need to explore Snapfinch, search for new tags and click on existing tags and users. As soon as a new photo is found that has not been discovered by anyone else, a point is awarded to you. This means that you are the first person to view that photo on Snapfinch. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

CloudBerry Online Backup
CloudBerry Online Backup provides a powerful Backup and Restore program designed to leverage Amazon S3 storage to make your disaster recovery plan simple, reliable, and affordable. Disaster recovery planning is often times an afterthought that comes to light when disaster strikes. Very seldom do companies fully recover from loss of critical data which could lead to loss of business. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
International Journal of Emerging Sciences (IJES)
http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~isb855/ijes/index.html
The aim of International Journal of Emerging Sciences (IJES) is to publish peer reviewed research and review articles in the emerging fields of engineering science and technology. The mission of this journal is to publish original contributions in its field in order to propagate knowledge amongst its readers and to be a reference. The audience includes researchers, managers and operators for intelligent engineering and systems as well as designers and developers. It publishes research articles, experience papers, research reports, review papers, short communications and scientific commentaries in the various fields of applied and theoretical sciences. International Journal of Emerging Sciences is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in PDF format.

SearchTeam - Collaborative Search Engine
http://searchteam.com/
To start with, you can use SearchTeam to efficiently research the Web for information. You start your research by creating a SearchSpace on a topic of interest. From within a SearchSpace, you can search the Web, videos, images, books and more. You can find and save only what you want while you are searching and throw away what you don't want or find irrelevant. You can automatically organize what you save, into folders of your choosing. Everything is automatically saved into your personal account, and you can return to your searches any time and continue from where you left before. What makes SearchTeam unique and valuable is that you can do your searches collaboratively with others you trust, such as friends, colleagues and family members. You can invite any set of people you trust to search with you from within a SearchSpace. An invitation is sent via email to those people you invite to join your search. When they enter your SearchSpace, they see exactly what you've found and saved so far. They can comment on or like your findings. They can chat with you from within the SearchSpace, and do further searches relevant to that topic and save more results into the SearchSpace. All changes made by any collaborator are relayed to all other collaborators in real-time, so everyone is instantly in synch with what others are doing. In addition to finding and saving search results, SearchTeam goes further to enable you to enrich your SearchSpace with knowledge that may come from other sources. You can upload documents to a SearchSpace to share your relevant reports / presentations etc. You can also add links to Web resources that you may have received from others via email or social networks. You can even create new posts to share your knowledge on the topic directly inside the SearchSpace. Together, as a team, you can leverage the collective effort to find good quality information, and benefit from the collective knowledge on any topic efficiently. In effect, SearchTeam is traditional Web searching + Wiki-like editing and saving capabilities + integration with your trusted circle of people though social networks like Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter + real-time collaboration with people you trust. What this delivers to you is a new and more effective way of using the Web to find, save, organize, share and leverage collective knowledge through people you trust. This has
been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Updated> Business Intelligence Online Resources
http://www.BIOnlineResources.info/
I have just updated my annotated white paper titled Business Intelligence Online Resources and it is now a 82 page (499KB) freely available .pdf document available from the above URL. Each source is described along with the URL address than can be accessed. Also a comprehensive Business Intelligence link compilation is included!

MoFuse - Mobile Content Management
http://mofuse.com/
MoFuse, the global leader in Mobile Content Management, makes it easy and affordable for any business to build and manage a mobile website. MoFuse (short for Mobile Fusion) is host to over 40,000 mobile sites from 148 different countries. Our mobile content management platform provides a cost effective solution for businesses to build and optimize their mobile presence for over 5,000 different devices. They help our customers establish pathways to new revenue and build on-going relationships with their mobile audience by enabling a number of key features including Mobile Commerce, Mobile Advertising Management, Data Capture, Mobile Site Integration and Social Networking Tools. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Localmind - Know What Is Happening Now
http://www.localmind.com/
Localmind is a new online service that gives you the ability to know what's happening anywhere in the world, right now. Localmind gives you the ability to send any question you want to someone that is at a location you are interested in. That person (who is either a Locamind user or one of your Foursquare friends) receives the question to their phone and responds, in real-time. When you check-in with your favorite check-in service (such as Foursquare, Gowalla, or Facebook Places) you become available to be sent a question about that location. If a fellow user has a question about that location, you receive a notification and can respond in real-time. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Localmind - Know What Is Happening Now
http://www.localmind.com/
Localmind is a new online service that gives you the ability to know what's happening anywhere in the world, right now. Localmind gives you the ability to send any question you want to someone that is at a location you are interested in. That person (who is either a Locamind user or one of your Foursquare friends) receives the question to their phone and responds, in real-time. When you check-in with your favorite check-in service (such as Foursquare, Gowalla, or Facebook Places) you become available to be sent a question
about that location. If a fellow user has a question about that location, you receive a notification and can respond in real-time. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**eHub - Web 2.0 Web Applications, Services and Sites**
http://emilychang.com/ehub/
eHub is a constantly updated resource of web applications, services and sites with a focus on next generation web (web 2.0) and social software. The site was created by Emily Chang to document, promote, inform and celebrate the next generation web. eHub provides daily listings of new web services and applications; features and reviews, and interviews with the creators and companies behind these new web technologies. Started in September 2005, eHub was the first Web 2.0 list and directory, launched the week before the first O’Reilly Web 2.0 Conference. eHub v2 launched in July 2007 with the addition of a team of global editors. You can submit a web service, product, application for review and possible inclusion. Ever since its launch, eHub has grown rapidly in popularity, and has been featured on PubSub’s Top 100, listed in Daypop’s Top 40 and Digg.com’s popular links. eHub has been written about and mentioned by leading writers, bloggers, VCs, technologists, and thousands of sites and blogs around the world. With a global audience of engaged web users, eHub continues to be a leading resource for citing new web services daily, and providing interviews with the people behind new web applications and companies. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**FullTextReports - Selected Full Text Reports**
http://fulltextreports.com/
A top-tier research professional's hand-picked selection of documents from academe, corporations, government agencies, interest groups, NGOs, professional societies, research institutes, think tanks, trade associations, and more. FullTextReports is compiled and edited by Gary Price and Shirl Kennedy. The site is free to access. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Jimpl Image Splitter**
http://imagesplitter.net/
Jimpl Image Splitter has the following features: a) Image Converter: Convert your images online with Jimpl Image Converter; b) Image Resize: Resize your images easily with Jimpl Image Resizer; c) Image Splitter: A simple service, which is used to split one image to several parts, d) Crop Image: You can crop your image to produce the desired part, e) Bmp, jpg, jpeg, png, gif, ico are supported; f) Customize number of rows and columns, g) No limit on the number of images to process; and h) Free and no registration. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Dialogues in Human Geography
http://dhg.sagepub.com/
The primary aim of Dialogues in Human Geography is to stimulate open and critical debate on the philosophical, methodological and pedagogic foundations of geographic thought and praxis. It publishes articles, with responses, which seek to critique present thinking and praxis and set the agenda for future avenues of geographic thought, empirical research and pedagogy. Dialogues is theoretical in orientation, forward looking, and seeks to publish original and innovative work that pushes the boundaries of geographical theory, praxis and pedagogy through a unique (in Geography) and innovative format of open peer commentary. This format strongly encourages engaged dialogue. The scope of the journal is both the broad agenda of human geography as a whole (and in relation to the social sciences, humanities, and environmental sciences more generally) and specific ideas, debates, and modes of praxis within disciplinary sub-fields. It has relevance and utility to those interested in all aspects of the discipline.

Much Enough - A Social Market Place for Online Learning
http://muchenough.com/
Find teachers, students, and discussion partners with matching interests. Connect online with integrated scheduling, video chat, resource sharing and collaborative document editing tools. Learn from others and share what you know. This will be added to to Tutorial Resources Subject Tracer™.

Updated> Academic and Scholar Search Engines and Sources Annotated White Paper
http://www.ScholarSearchEngines.com/
I am very pleased to announce that my Internet MiniGuide Annotated Link Compilation White Paper titled Academic and Scholar Search Engines and Sources has been just updated and is now a 65 page research paper listing selected resources both new and existing that will help anyone who is attempting to find academic and scholarly information and knowledge available on the Internet. Each source is described along with the URL address than can be accessed. It is freely available as a .pdf file (419KB) at the above link from the Virtual Private Library™ and authored by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A. [Updated May 10, 2011]

vvall GRID - Photo Fetcher
http://grid.vvall.com/
GRID is a starter project of vvall. It fetches all your photos from different social networks and lists them out by week. The idea is inspired by Mike Harding's Coffee By Week. Currently GRID can rewind your memories from the following services: facebook, dailybooth, instragram, picplz, twitpic and yfrog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
DropMind™ - Intuitive and Creative Mind Mapping Tool
http://dropmind.com/
DropMind™ is intuitive and creative mind mapping tool that helps you think, manage and share your information and ideas. Visualizing thoughts and information and presenting them in a manageable format can help you set your priorities easily, organize your daily work effectively, and make smarter decisions faster. DropMind™ integrates with MS® Office, MS® Project, Google Apps and more. It's 5 times less expensive than MindManager for individual users. On a corporate level the cost savings with DropMind™ are more than 10 times higher. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

Journal of Functional Biomaterials (JFB)
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/jfb/
Journal of Functional Biomaterials (JFB) is an international and interdisciplinary scientific journal that publishes regular research papers (articles), reviews and short communications about applications of materials for biomedical use. JFB covers subjects from chemistry, pharmacy, biology, physics over to engineering. The journal focuses on the preparation, performance and use of functional biomaterials in biomedical devices and their behaviour in physiological environments. Our aim is to encourage scientists to publish their results in as much detail as possible. Therefore, there is no restriction on the length of the papers. The full experimental details must be provided so that the results can be reproduced. Several topical special issues will be published. Journal of Functional Biomaterials is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in PDF format.

Aardvark - Tap Into the Knowledge and Experience of Friends and Friends of Friends
http://vark.com/
Aardvark is a new kind of tool that lets you tap into the knowledge and experience of friends and friends-of-friends. Send Aardvark a question (from the web, IM, email, Twitter, or iPhone) and you’ll get a quick, helpful response from someone with a) The right knowledge and experience to help; b) Similar tastes; and c) Friends in common. Examples of Aarvark include: 1) Recommendations; 2) Research help; 3) Advice and second opinions; 4) Tips and discoveries; 5) And more…. Questions come up every day such as: a) When you need a quick answer, but don’t want to search through a bunch of web pages; b) When you want information but don’t know who to ask or where to start; c) When you don’t have time for a long conversation with someone; and d) When you want someone who knows what they’re talking about. Most questions are answered within 5 minutes, and the vast majority are answered within 10 minutes. The speed of the answer depends upon the subject of your question, and the number of people in your network who are online. Questions that have more detail and questions with extra tags usually get answered faster. This has been added to the tools section of Research
Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Internet Experts Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Updated> Healthcare Bots and Subject Directories
http://www.HealthcareBots.info/
I have just updated my Internet MiniGuide White Paper Link Compilation titled "Healthcare Bots and Subject Directories" which is now a 33 page research paper listing selected resources both new and existing that will help anyone who is attempting to find the latest information about healthcare search engines and subject directories available on the Internet. It is freely available as a .pdf file (279KB) at the above link from the Virtual Private Library™ and authored by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A. It was updated May 11, 2011. Other white papers are available by clicking here.

The Survivor’s Manual for The New Economy
The Survivor's Manual for The New Economy by Marcus P. Zillman is a 239 page digital read that gives excellent resources and annotated sources for the new economy analytics, alerts, ecommerce, financial sources, invisible and deep web resources, social and business networking sources along with new economy competitive and business intelligence resources and an extremely comprehensive listing of new economy online tools.

Full Text RSS Feed Builder
http://fulltextrssfeed.com/
Love the ease of RSS, but hate when feeds don't display the whole article, forcing you to click through just to read it? Regain control by entering the URL of a feed below and clicking the submit button to receive a full-text feed URL you can use anywhere.
Features include: 1) fast-fetching; 2) completely free; 3) full text of truncated feeds; 4) no ads; 5) constantly updated; 6) works with your reader; and 7) autoblogger or kindle. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

NIST Cloud Computing Collaboration Site
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has been designated by Federal Chief Information Officer Vivek Kundra to accelerate the federal government’s secure adoption of cloud computing by leading efforts to develop standards and guidelines in close consultation and collaboration with standards bodies, the private sector, and other stakeholders. Computer science researchers at NIST are working on two complementary efforts to speed the government’s quick and secure adoption of cloud computing. NIST's long term goal is to provide thought leadership and guidance around the cloud computing paradigm to catalyze its use within industry and government. NIST aims to shorten the adoption cycle, which will enable near-term cost savings and increased ability to quickly create and deploy safe and secure enterprise applications.
NIST aims to foster cloud computing systems and practices that support interoperability, portability, and security requirements that are appropriate and achievable for important usage scenarios. The NIST area of focus is technology, and specifically, interoperability, portability and security requirements, standards and guidance. The intent is use the strategy to prioritize NIST tactical projects which support US government agencies in the secure and effective adoption of the cloud computing model to support their missions. The expectation is that the set of priorities (“the Roadmap”) will be useful more broadly by industry, Standards Development Organizations, cloud adopters, and policy makers. This wiki is an open collaboration site for the Cloud Computing (CC) community to work with NIST in developing this framework. All material placed here is in the public domain (Please see the intellectual property statement at the bottom of this page). If you want to contribute content to this wiki, please go to NIST Cloud Computing Program website, read the page carefully and follow the instructions. This will be added to Grid, Distributed and Cloud Computing Resources Subject Tracer™.

**International Journal of Euro-Mediterranean Studies (IJEMS)**


The International Journal of Euro-Mediterranean Studies (IJEMS) is an open access journal aimed at promoting intercultural dialogue and exchanges between societies, developing human resources, and assuring greater mutual understanding in the Euro-Mediterranean region. To accomplish this objective, the journal seek to publish high quality research papers and case studies. The topics of papers include, but are not limited to: Politics, Sociology, Economics, Human Geography and Environment, Business and Management, Education, International Relations, and History. Thematic issues are published on: Civil Protection, De-Pollution of the Mediterranean, Alternative Energies, Maritime and Land Highways, Higher Education and Research, and Business Development in the Mediterranean. IJEMS is a joint project of the EMUNI University and the University of Nova Gorica.

**BrainCog - Online Exams, Testing & Assessments**


Key Features include: a) Create multiple-choice online exams for your students, staff or job applicants; b) Enter in your own question and answer content; c) Upload your own logo; d) Choose how long students have to complete the exam and the pass mark; e) The system randomly selects questions from your pool of questions to make 'brain dumping' more difficult; f) Students can sit exams when it suits them, and find out their results instantly; g) Reporting: Average scores, number of passes, number of fails, monthly revenue - per exam or total; and h) Get up and running quickly with a simple administrator control panel and student import tool. Who is BrainCog for? Simple, anyone. You enter your own questions and answers. Examples: 1) Schools, universities; 2) Recruiters, HR firms - test your applicant's knowledge; 3) Real Estate, Finance, Legal firms - test staff knowledge of the latest rules and regulations; and 4) Ongoing learning / CPD programs. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Updated> Bots, Blogs and News Aggregators Presentation Sources and White Paper
I have just updated my research white paper link compilation titled "Bots, Blogs and News Aggregators" which is now a 21 page research paper listing many resources both new and existing that will help anyone who is attempting to find information and knowledge research about bots, blogs and news aggregator tools currently available on the Internet. It is freely available as a .pdf (499KB) at the above link from the Virtual Private Library™ and authored by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A. It was updated May 12, 2011.

Research Resources Online Guide
http://www.ResearchResourcesOnline.net/
Marcus P. Zillman’s latest 340 page digital guide is a selected comprehensive alphabetical listing of the latest and greatest resources and sites covering all areas of research that is currently available over the Internet. The guide covers the latest online research resources and tools for the Newbie researcher as well as the Seasoned researcher! Contents include: a) Research Resources, b) Research Tools, c) Student Research Resources Toolkit, d) Knowledge Discovery/Management and Data Mining Resources, e) Knowledge Discovery/Retrieval and the World Wide Web Resources, f) Business Intelligence Resources, g) Reference Resources, and h) Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs.

MicroMobs - The Easiest Way To Start A Group Discussion
http://micromobs.com/
micromobs is the best way to share your life privately with the groups you care about the most. All mobs are private and can only be accessed by those who are invited to them. micromobs is designed to support all your different groups. Now you can keep up to date with your college friends, your bachelor party crew & your family at the same time! Create a new mob from micromobs.com in only 1 click. Pick a name, click on the create my mob button & your mob is ready to go! This will be added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

AppDemoStore.com - Show Your Software Online
http://www.appdemostore.com/
AppDemoStore.com is the place where you can show your software online. From the most comprehensive enterprise solution to the latest mobile app, your customers need to understand what you sell. With AppDemoStore you can: a) create interactive demos of your applications to help your customers better understand what you sell; b) create guided tutorials for your applications to offer better support to your customers; and c) publish your demos on the web to spread the word about your business and drive traffic to your website. While you can demo any kind of software on AppDemoStore, it is particularly easy to create demos for mobile apps: just upload your app screenshots, select a mobile phone skin and generate your demo - you're done in less than one minute. And if you don't have an app to show yet, you can still use AppDemoStore to view lots of
cool clickable demos of the iPad, iPhone, Android, Kindle, and may more! This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Journal of Music**
http://journalofmusic.com/
The world of music is full of ideas and debates, yet seldom are they given space to develop. At The Journal of Music we aim to provide that space. They ask leading musicians, composers and writers across all genres to connect the ideas, thoughts and views on music that surround us. Their editorial staff work closely with contributors to produce articles that are engaging, accessible and full of new thinking.

**Alternative.to - Search For Alternatives**
http://www.alternative.to/
Alternative.to is a search engine for alternatives, meaning it can search for existing opposites on any given subject, be it material or etheric things, words, phrase, people, phenomenons. In other words everything that exists in any form in the known universe. It's easy as writing down a word or phrase and clicking the search button. The system will present you the best matching alternatives to what you have searched. The knowledge in alternative.to is taken form the internet but also input directly by their users, from their knowledge and expertise. Becoming one of the members of their society you can also expand the site by adding new knowledge, editing existing definitions or simply by giving suggestions on how to improve them. You can also become an expert in a given subject and help others to find the best alternatives. Alternative.to is an ambitious project which is set on gathering all the existing alternatives in the known world in one place. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Internet Experts Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Updated> Searching the Internet - A Primer**
http://www.SearchingTheInternet.info/
The annotated white paper titled "Searching the Internet - A Primer" by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A has been updated and is a primer for those new to searching the Internet or those using only one search source. It is freely available as a 17 page .pdf document (363KB) from the above link from the Virtual Private Library™. Other white papers are available by clicking here. [Updated: May 13, 2011]

**Internet Privacy and Security Resources**
http://www.InternetPrivacySecurity.net/
Marcus P. Zillman’s latest eReference digital publication is a selected comprehensive alphabetical listing of the latest resources and sites covering all aspects of privacy and security currently available over the Internet. From the board room to the family room, these resources and sites give you the information you need to maintain your privacy and security as you use the Internet in your business and personal life.
Syllabs - Information Processing Research
Syllabs is a research company specialising in information processing. Their business is built around three main business areas with complementary fields of expertise: Research, Innovative Developments and Consulting. Research is their core business area. Their researchers work on developing new methods for text analysis and user interaction. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

All Results Journals: Phys
At present, within the research community, more than 60% of the experiments fail to produce results or expected discoveries. Even though, as in many cases this would be frustrating from an objective point of view, this high percentage of failed research generates high level knowledge. But generally, all these experiments have not been published anywhere as they have been considered useless for our research target. The objective of The All Results Journals: Phys focuses on recovering and publishing these valuable pieces of information in Physics. These experiments should be taken into account as a vital key for the development of science. These physical negative results are the catalyst for a real science-based empirical knowledge. The journal will cover those original experiments with negative (or secondary) results coming from all disciplines of Physics (Acoustics, Astronomy, Biophysics, Cosmology, Electromagnetism, Mechanics, Nuclear physics, etc). An article in The All Results Journals should be created to show the failed experiments tuning methods or reactions. Articles should present experimental discoveries, interpret their significance and establish perspective with respect to earlier work of the author. It is also advisable to cite the work where the experiments has already been tuned and published. All Results Journals: Phys is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in HTML and PDF format.

iMindMap Online - Access Your Ideas Anytime, for Connected Thinking and Collaboration
http://www.thinkbuzan.com/us/products/imindmap/online
iMindMap Online gives you total freedom to Mind Map with anyone, on any computer, anytime. Not only a quick and simple solution for people who don’t like to be tied down in one place, iMindMap Online also lets you collaborate in real time with colleagues or friends anywhere in the world. This cloud computing tool is great for teamwork, study groups or those of you working on the move. With all the tools you need to create and share comprehensive mind maps wherever you are and high-level security features, iMindMap Online gives you real freedom of thought. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW) - Free Lecture Notes, Exams, and Videos from MIT
http://ocw.mit.edu/
MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW) is a web-based publication of virtually all MIT course content. OCW is open and available to the world and is a permanent MIT activity. MIT OpenCourseWare is a free publication of MIT course materials that reflects almost all the undergraduate and graduate subjects taught at MIT. OCW is not an MIT education; OCW does not grant degrees or certificates; OCW does not provide access to MIT faculty; and Materials may not reflect entire content of the course. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Tutorial Resources Subject Tracer™.

Computational Methods in Civil Engineering (CMCE)
http://research.guilan.ac.ir/cmce/
The objective of Computational Methods in Civil Engineering (CMCE) is to provide a platform for the dissemination of original research articles as well as review articles in computational modeling of various problems in Civil Engineering. All contributions shall be rigorously refereed and selected on the basis of quality and originality of the work. CMCE will publish authoritative papers on advanced implementation of computational methods in the following fields of Civil Engineering (but are not limited to the following):

* Structural Engineering
* Geotechnical Engineering
* Earthquake Engineering
* Control of Structural Vibration
* Structural Health Monitoring
* Environmental Engineering
* Railway Engineering
* Traffic and Transportation Engineering
* Tunnel Engineering
* Water Engineering

The official language of the journal is English. Computational Methods in Civil Engineering is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Content available in PDF format.

Storrd.com - Your Personal Information Cloud
https://storrd.com/
Storrd.com is a completely web based personal information storage service. It was set up with the single purpose of simplifying the lives of busy people, who are looking to improve the way they organize and access their important personal information. Think of Storrd.com as your own personal ‘safety deposit box’ in the sky — a place where you can stash away the information and documents that you need to get your hands on ASAP just to live your life:
• Bank account information
• Mortgage and Insurance records
• Birth or Marriage Certificates
• Catalogs of Books, Publications or DVDs
• Social Security records
• Vehicle Registration and Warranty records
• Education, Qualifications & Certificates
• Wills, Legal Records & Healthcare records

Storrd.com employs bank and museum grade security and encryption technology to ensure that your information is not just organized and accessible, it's safe. Combined with our unique StorrdKEY™ security key system, Storrd.com enables you to exchange all or some of your stored information with family, friends or businesses of your choice. It's a fresh, friendly and very powerful way to keep your personal information safe and make it work for you wherever you are in the world. This will be added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Entrepreneurial Links 101
http://www.EntrepreneurialLinks.com/
Marcus P. Zillman’s newly released 231 page eReference digital book for the seasoned veteran entrepreneur and the up and coming entrepreneur. Entrepreneurial Links 101 gives an alphabetical listing of the very best Internet and World Wide Web sites covering Entrepreneurial Resources, Intrapreneurial Resources, Business Intelligence Resources and an extremely comprehensive list of Online Research Tools. This is considered by many to be the Entrepreneur’s Bible for finding relevant and competent online resources to keep you at the leading edge of your business and profession!

June 2011 Zillman Column - Elder Online Resources
http://columns.virtualprivatelibrary.net/Elder_Online_Res_June11__Column.pdf
http://www.zillmancolumns.com/
http://www.ElderResources.info/
The June 2011 Zillman Column is now available and is titled Elder Online Resources. This June 2011 column is a comprehensive list of resources and sites that give you the latest and most important information concerning elder and senior resources available over the Internet including related and associated resources and sites. Download this excellent freely available 19 page .pdf (148KB) column and begin your elder and senior resources search today!

Present.me - Really Easy Way to Record and Share Your Presentations
http://present.me/
Simply upload your slides, they convert them so they work on the web. Once they are ready, you head to the record queue, click ‘record’ and off you go! Present into your webcam clicking the slides as you would if you were presenting to an audience, and at the end click ‘publish’! It’s as simple as that - no messing about with timelines, cue
marks & synchronization, it’s all done for you in real time. Once you’re happy with your performance, you can share it, embed it or just keep it for yourself as a reminder of what you’re supposed to say. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

**BitMate - BT for the Less Privileged**  
http://bitmate.sourceforge.net/  
BitMate is a BitTorrent client that improves performance for low-bandwidth clients by as much as 70% while improving their fairness by up to 1000%. BitMate is built using Vuze (Azures). This will be added to Script Resources Subject Tracer™.

**QTimes Webmagazine**  
http://www.qtimes.it/  
QTimes is a 2.0 webmagazine that offers a dynamic reading of the themes that characterize this era of complexity, setting the goal of embracing a focused approach to dialogue and integration of multiple approaches. QTimes wants to be a place of encounter and comparison for those that best express their potential and a laboratory in which to meet different situations, setting as its objective the construction of personal growth and critical thinking. The purpose and multidisciplinary approach of QTimes cause to be published articles on a range of content. For example, contributions may deal with specific functional problems (eg training, quality, management, organization, leadership, excellence, technology, environment and safety, communication). The list can not and will not be exhaustive. Each theme can be approached from different perspectives: historical, sociological, epistemological, philosophical, psychological, pedagogical, etc., to enhance the multi-disciplinary orientation the journal aims to promote. Articles must be original and can be of various types: scientific papers, research reports and individual or collective, reviews, comment on an article. All articles are intended to solicit comments and answers and the ultimate aim is to contribute to the authoritative scientific debate of national and / or international context of the topics covered in the magazine. Content in Italian. QTimes Webmagazine is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Content available online.

**SoundBoard**  
http://www.zhornsoftware.co.uk/soundboard/index.html  
The SoundBoard loads up to eighteen .wav files, and allows you to play them at the click of a button. Each sound clips can be renamed have its volume set, and a position chosen. This configuration can be saved, and loaded so that your SFX are always instantly available and at the correct volume and position. Six "favourite" sound schemes can be chosen so that they can be quickly retrieved. Multiple sounds can be played at a time, and the sound can be paused or stopped. Different colour schemes can be chosen to distinguish between multiple instances of the application. Each SFX has its duration displayed, and whilst playing either the time elapsed, or the time remaining can be shown. Volume and position changes are effective immediately, whether or not the SFX
is playing. While playing, the light on the button associated with the sound is illuminated, and when paused, the light turns orange. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Market Intelligence Resources 2010
http://www.MarketIntelligenceResources.com/
Marcus P. Zillman’s just released professional Internet MiniGuide is titled Market Intelligence Resources 2010 and is now available for purchase online and immediate download. This 193 page digital miniguide represents a comprehensive listing of the latest resources, sources and sites to discover the latest Market Intelligence sources available on the Internet with many of them freely available! Designed specifically for today’s entrepreneur, professional and/or investor.

Take Back Your Privacy - A Campaign from the Center for Democracy and Technology
http://cdt.org/takebackyourprivacy
The goal of this campaign is to get baseline privacy legislation passed. Another is to provide simple, yet effective privacy tips and to share them with as many people as possible. Join us in our effort by spreading the word about these tips so we can all start to take back our privacy. This will be added to Privacy Resources Subject Tracer™.

MindMeister - Brainstorming the Easy Way
http://www.mindmeister.com/
MindMeister brings the concept of mind mapping to the web, using its facilities for real-time collaboration to allow truly global brainstorming sessions. Users can create, manage and share mind maps online and access them anytime, from anywhere. In brainstorming mode, fellow MindMeisters from around the world (or just in different rooms) can simultaneously work on the same mind map and see each other's changes as they happen. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

RSS Search Engine - Find Popular RSS Feeds Around Your Favorite Topic
http://ctrlq.org/
Meet the RSS Search Engine by ctrlQ.org – a search tool to help you discover RSS feeds around your topics of interest. You may use ctrlQ to find feeds for blogs, news websites, podcasts, and more. A unique feature (see video demo) of this tool is that it you can preview feed content inline, from the the search results page itself, thus making it easier for you to decide whether a site / feed matches your interest or not. You may use any of the Google advanced search operators - like site, allintitle or inurl – in your queries to further refine your search results. If you find an interesting feed, hit the corresponding Subscribe link to subscribe to that feed in your preferred news reader. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Current Awareness Monitors, Alerts and Information Traps for 2010
http://www.eCurrentAwareness.com/
Marcus P. Zillman’s latest report Current Awareness Monitors, Alerts and Information Traps for 2010 is now available for purchase online and for immediate download. This report is a comprehensive listing of the latest resources, sources and sites for current awareness on the Internet. This is a must read for anyone who must stay current in their profession and/or business activity as the list of URLs will keep you at the leading edge of your career.

Information Resources Management Association (IRMA)
http://www.irma-international.org/
The Information Resources Management Association (IRMA) welcomes professionals, students, and academicians to search thousands of peer-reviewed works covering all areas of technology applied to modern organizations. Aiming to enhance knowledge of current topics in Information Resources Management, Research IRM, powered by InfoSci-OnDemand, makes thousands of proceedings papers, scholarly journal articles, and book chapters available for download. Search to discover the latest findings in IRM. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

FreeConferenceCall.com - Easy One Click Sign Up
http://www.freeconferencecall.com/
Free conference calls are simple and easy to use, requiring only a name and an e-mail address to receive an instant account. Once you enter your name and e-mail address, you will be instantaneously provided with a dial-in number and access code for immediate phone conferencing. Your teleconferencing line is available to you 24/7 and there is no need to schedule or make reservations. Each conference call account accommodates 96 callers on an unlimited number of 6 hour free conference calls. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

International Journal of Computer Applications in Engineering Sciences (IJCAES)
http://www.caesjournals.org/
International Journal of Computer Applications in Engineering Sciences (IJCAES) is an open access, international, peer-reviewed, scholarly journal, dedicated to serve the society by quality research work. The journal aims at promoting interdisciplinary research in engineering, technology and management. It mainly focuses on the application of computer science in these disciplines. The journal publishes original research works with practical significance and academic value. IJCAES prefers papers with practical background, clear description, effective physical and mathematical model, clear framework of algorithm and successful practical applications.
Scadaplan - Better Way To Plan and Collaborate on Projects
http://www.scadaplan.com/
Create, Track and Collaborate: It takes seconds to create, assign and name your task. Every task has built-in timer to log work time and plan your goals. Of course, you can add discussion in a way of comments to your work and make actions (small subtasks) to keep everything organized. Plan and Analyze: With Scadaplan calendar you'll see the whole picture of your team. Besides today's everyone’s tasks, you can see future work and analyze past projects. Every task is logged with statuses each day, so you can see how the real work is done, for how many days the project was paused or exceeded the deadline. Never Miss a Thing: Being used to Like-facebook notifications, you will be able to be aware of all updates and actions with necessary tasks. When obtaining or assigning a task you subscribe to receiving notifications regarding task updates. One can subscribe or unsubscribe for updates at any moment. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

Mindomo - Online Mind Mapping
http://www.mindomo.com/
Mind Mapping Made Easy ... Kick start your creative genius with Mind Maps. Every day, thousands of people are using Mindomo's mind maps to organize their work, solve their problems creatively, find the next big idea and learn more effectively. Get people involved in common tasks to achieve your goals. Work on mind maps with high efficiency having the possibility to chat. Understand how your team thinks in real-time. Organize your thoughts and ideas around a subject, keep your mind connected and in shape. Mind mapping is maybe the best way to obtain what you need from a plan. Spread your plan or idea by sharing mind maps with people who need them. What other visual way can you choose that will get you the most you need to present? Mindomo and Mind Mapping provide you the best way to capture your thoughts and refine them later. Human thought is characterized by expansion in multiple directions, rather than in one direction. Mindomo is a perfect match to work the way your brain does. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

MAPMYself - Online Mindmapping Software
http://www.mapmyself.com/
Would you like to create a mind maps in Web from anywhere at anytime with no complex software to install or maintain? With MAPMYself you can just do it because it is a free Web-based online mind mapping tool. MAPMYself is unique web based software allows you to create completely organic looking mind maps. They integrated their own and your ideas to help more when 2000 peoples to accelerate learning, improve your memory, increase your productivity and save your time. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.
Journal of Materials and Environmental Science (JMES)
http://www.jmaterenvironsci.com/
Journal of Materials and Environmental Science (JMES) publishes original papers, brief communications, reviews and letters related to every aspect of theory and practice of Material chemistry, Environment Science and Analytical Chemistry, as well as articles in which topics on history, science education etc. .... The Language should be English except for some documents (papers, reviews...) may be accepted in French. Journal of Materials and Environmental Science is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Articles available in PDF format.

Wolty - Language Journal
http://www.wolty.com/
wolty is a journal to save and share every new thing that you learn from a language. To learn a language we need to get thousands of concepts in our heads and remember them through the years. Leaving everything to our memory leads us to forget half of them, writing them down just leads to a larger pile of notes that we never look up. WOLTY lets you put your notes online. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Complementary and Alternative Medicine NIH Web Resource
http://nccam.nih.gov/health/providers/
A new online resource, designed to give health care providers easy access to evidence-based information on complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), was unveiled today by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM) of the National Institutes of Health. With this new resource, providers will have the tools necessary to learn about the various CAM practices and products and be better able to discuss the safety and effectiveness of complementary and alternative medicine with their patients. The portal on the NCCAM Web site at nccam.nih.gov is tailored to fit the needs of all health care providers, including physicians, nurses and nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and CAM providers. It includes information on the safety and efficacy of a range of common health practices that lie outside of mainstream medicine—natural products, such as dietary supplements, herbs, and probiotics, as well as mind-body practices such as meditation, chiropractic, acupuncture, and massage. This resource was developed based on a series of NCCAM-sponsored focus groups where health care providers identified the need for an evidence-based, one-stop place to help answer their patients’ questions on CAM. With this need in mind, NCCAM developed a resource that provides reliable, objective, and evidenced-based information on CAM, including: 1) links to relevant clinical practice guidelines; 2) safety and effectiveness information; 3) links to systematic reviews; 4) summaries of research studies; 5) scientific literature searches; 6) programs for continuing education credit; 7) patient fact sheets; and 8) NCCAM’s Time to Talk tool kit on communicating about CAM. This will be added to Healthcare Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Scrible - Transforms the Online Reading and Research Experience
http://www.scrible.com/

Even though the world uses the Internet to research nearly everything for work, school and home (job postings, press releases, Wikipedia articles, medical info, etc.), most folks still use old-school ways of annotating, organizing and sharing online info (printing to mark by hand, copying/pasting into Word, etc.). It's archaic, laborious and a waste of time. They are changing that. They are bringing Web-based research into the Internet Era by empowering people to mark up web pages in the browser and manage and collaborate on them online. And that's just the start... They have much more planned in a variety of areas to help people manage the mounds of info they're pulling off the Web everyday. Features include: a) Save webpages for later & stop worrying about broken links; b) Richly annotate web pages right in the browser, c) Easily organize & find saved research with tags, legends & search; and d) Access research from anywhere because it's saved online in the cloud. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

International Journal of Molecular Imaging
http://www.hindawi.com/journals/ijmi/

International Journal of Molecular Imaging is a peer-reviewed, open access journal that publishes original research articles, review articles, and clinical studies in all areas of molecular imaging.

HealthMash™ - Revolutionary Health Knowledge Base and Semantic Search Engine
http://healthmash.com/

HealthMash™ mission is to promote health and well being in the world by providing personally relevant information from trusted health sites on the Web. HealthMash™ is powered by the world's most sophisticated Health Knowledge Base that captures the expertise of medical professionals and people everywhere practicing the art of living and healing and the Wisdom of the Ages. HealthMash™ combines sophisticated Web 2.0 universal search and discovery technology with Semantic Web Concepts in a simple yet highly informative user interface. This will be added to Healthcare Resources Subject Tracer™. This has been added to eHealthcareBot Search Engine Resource list.

Royal College of Art Record of Student Work
http://www.vads.ac.uk/collections/RCAROSW

The Royal College of Art Record of Student Work is a collection of images of work produced at the College from 1960 to 2002 in the fields of fine and applied art, design and communications. The majority of images are installation shots taken from final-year degree shows, representing the culmination of each student's time at the RCA. This initial selection (August 2010) of over 5,000 images is drawn from the College's collection of around 30,000 slides of student work. It features the work of hundreds of students across all departments, including: a) Animation, b) Architecture and Interiors, c) Ceramics & Glass, d) Communication Art & Design (inc Illustration, Graphic Design), e)
Design Products (inc Furniture, Industrial Design), f) Fashion, h) Goldsmithing, Silversmithing, Metalwork & Jewelry, i) Industrial Design (Engineering), j) Painting, k) Photography, l) Printmaking, m) Sculpture, n) Stained Glass, o) Textiles, and p) Vehicle Design. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**PhilPapers - Directory of Online Philosophical Articles and Books**
http://philpapers.org/
PhilPapers is a comprehensive directory of online philosophical articles and books by academic philosophers. They monitor journals in many areas of philosophy, as well as archives and personal pages. They also accept articles directly from users, who can provide links or upload copies. Some features require that you sign in first, but creating an account is easy and free. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Journal of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences (JPBMS)**
http://www.jpbms.info/
Journal of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences (JPBMS) is an peer reviewed, open access International journal devoted to the very rapid dissemination of timely and significant results in diverse fields of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences. Journal of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences (JPBMS) publishes original research work and reviews that contributes in the functional areas of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences: Pharmaceutics, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Medicinal Chemistry, Applied and Industrial Chemistry, Toxicology, Pharmacology, Pharmaceutical analysis, Pharmacogenomics, Drug development, Industrial pharmacy, Hospital Pharmacy, Clinical pharmacy, Computational Chemistry & Molecular Drug Design, Medicine and Nuclear medicine. Other topics include: Biochemistry, Biotechnology, Bacteriology, Biomechanics, Hematology, Immunology, Microbiology, Molecular biology, Histology, Cytology, Genomics, Proteomics, Metabolomics, Bioinformatics, Systems biology, Cellular, Tissue, and Genetic Engineering, Clinical Engineering, Environmental Engineering. Manuscript submission via online system.

**BackgroundChecksWiki™ - A Community Built Knowledgebase for International Background Checks**
http://backgroundcheckswiki.com/
BackgroundChecksWiki™ is an initiative of the Q2 Group and while it is a new name the team behind it have been involved in international background checks for the past decade. In fact BackgroundChecksWiki™ is the child of a few parents including Quest Research Ltd, IntegraScreen Ltd and Dataflow Ltd. Over the past decade that the management team has been involved in background checks it has become more and more apparent that the vast majority of companies (outside of the US) do not conduct thorough background checks. In fact many do none at all. The main reason they hear is that it is too expensive and too time consuming. Government departments are equally unaware of what can be done when it comes to effective checks on visa applicants and professional
licensing checks on foreign nationals. The purpose of this Wiki is to make everyone aware of the resources that are available and that effective background checks can be done nearly anywhere in the world. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Microsoft Academic Search
http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
Explore 15,751,493 publications and 11,144,236 authors, 193 updated last week. Microsoft Academic Search is a free academic search engine developed by Microsoft Research, which also serves as a test-bed for our object-level vertical search research. Microsoft Academic Search provides many innovative ways to explore scientific publications, authors, conferences, journals, organizations and keywords, connecting millions of scholars, students, librarians, and other users. In Microsoft Academic Search, objects in the search results are sorted based on two factors: their relevance to the query and their global importance. The relevance score of an object is computed by its attributes; and the importance score of an object is calculated by its relationships with other objects. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Academic and Scholar Search Engines and Sources white paper.

AppTank - Find Professional App Developers and Premium App Projects
https://apptank.com/
AppTank is the only premiere site to find professional app developers and premium app projects. It is where those who have app projects can hire professional app developers to develop their project. It also serves as a place for developers to find premium app projects to develop. However, AppTank is not a place to sell your app ideas. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. his will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

Intellectual Property Brief
http://www.ipbrief.net/
The American University Intellectual Property Brief (â€œIP Briefâ€) provides an opportunity for law students, professors, practitioners, and anyone interested in intellectual property law to discuss and learn about substantive IP issues. The IP Brief features daily blog posts from a team of student writers; frequent student-written columns about recent IP-related issues, case updates, and events; and IP law articles from student writers and outside submissions on a semesterly publication cycle. Intellectual Property Brief is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in PDF format.
World News Guide
http://www.guardian.co.uk/worldnewsguide/
Welcome to the World News Guide, guardian.co.uk's country-by-country selection of the best news sources on the world wide web. The guide lists news and government websites for every country in the world. They include the major online news operations - not least guardian.co.uk - which offer up-to-the-minute breaking news and analysis. But they also link to smaller sites such as the Zimbabwe Independent, which brings analysis of life in Harare to a global audience, and Dawn in Pakistan, which carries daily news on the war in Afghanistan on one hand and tensions with India on the other. They also include web-exclusive operations such as the Institute for War and Peace Reporting, which offers some of the best reporting from the Balkans; and sites such as the Pacific Islands Report, which bring news from the world's smallest countries to its largest. The directory links to almost 1,000 sites in all, and is a guide to some of the very best news reporting in the world. The guide is selective. But while many countries have hundreds of news websites, others have only one or two: so the quality of site they include from, say, Cyprus doesn't match that of many we exclude from the US. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

News and Newspapers Online
http://library.uncg.edu/news/
News and Newspapers Online lists hundreds of news resources from around the world in a variety of languages that offer free access to current, general-interest, full-text news. A free service of The University Libraries of The University of North Carolina at Greensboro. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

World News (WN)
http://wn.com/
The World News (WN) Network was founded in 1995 and launched online in 1998, with the primary objective of being the most comprehensive, one-stop news resource on the Internet. Today, World News has over 20,000 global thematic and regional news sites enhanced by the web’s most comprehensive multilingual search engine. A global leader in online news, the World News Network has around 400 media partners, from mainstream providers (BBC, CNN, Reuters, Washington Post, Al-Jazeera, etc) to more regional and localized sources (The Independent, The New York Times, International Herald Tribune, New Zealand Herald, Khaleej Times, The Guardian), delivering unparalleled coverage on a vast range of subjects. This empowers our users by providing a wide variety of perspectives and different interpretations on breaking news events. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Caribbean Journal of Philosophy

http://ojs.mona.uwi.edu/index.php/cjp/index

The journal publishes original contributions to articles, discussions of articles previously published in this journal or elsewhere, review articles and book reviews within any field of Philosophy or application of Philosophical method to any areas of intellectual and practical life, both local and global. As an outlet for philosophical reflection on critical issues of intellectual interest to humanity, the main objective of the Journal is to facilitate the dissemination of philosophically creative and imaginative ideas on all aspects of human reflective experience. It is hoped that, through the opportunity provided by this journal, our contributors and readers will develop a stronger appreciation of the philosophical positions of others and their own, thereby creating avenues for collaborative application of the richness of different perspectives to the understanding of issues. We believe that by offering a forum for the dialectic of philosophy to continue, we will enhance and develop an experience of an examined life for philosophers, the students of philosophy and critical thinkers, thereby building a bridge for reflective thinking for all humans! Given the regional affiliation of the Caribbean Journal of Philosophy, in terms of institutional genesis, geo-cultural location and socio-epistemic dimension of scholarship, authors are encouraged to philosophize the Caribbean experience writ large. It is from this kind of engagement by Caribbean philosophers and non-Caribbean philosophers that the Caribbean spaces of knowledge generation and understanding can meaningfully contribute to the human intellectual heritage.

SyncDocs - Sync Your Documents with the Google Cloud

http://www.syncdocs.com/

Do you want to move your business to the cloud, but all your data is stuck on your PC? Syncdocs lets you “Go Google” by migrating all your files to Google’s cloud. Simply select a folder on your PC, like “My Documents”, and Syncdocs copies it online and across all your computers, automatically. This folder is then kept in sync. Syncdocs integrates right into your desktop opening your files in Google Docs. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

2010 Top Tools: Best in Breed List

http://www.c4lpt.co.uk/recommended/2010binb.html

The Top 100 Tools for Leaning 2010 has been compiled from the contributions of 545 learning professionals (from education and workplace learning) worldwide. Here they are shown in a number of tool categories. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

TypeWith.me - Synchronized Document Text

http://typewith.me/

This document text is synchronized as you type, so that everyone viewing this page sees the same text. This allows you to collaborate seamlessly on documents in your Web browser. Go ahead - send the link to this page to a friend, colleague, or co-worker and
watch the magic unfold! This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**New Waves: Educational Research and Development**


New Waves: Educational Research and Development publishes educational research, focusing on education issues related to Asian and Chinese Americans. New Waves is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in PDF format.

**Decio - Make Your Decision**


Decico is an easy to use online decision making tool. It uses a decision matrix technique to capture the individual decision context and calculates a list of favorable decision alternatives. Decision results can be downloaded as Excel file and further be modified offline. The Decico decision helper is completely free of charge. The necessary steps to compute decision solutions for any context are: a) Select the Alternatives to be compared; b) Choose the criteria for comparison; and c) Generate Scores. The total score for each alternative will then be calculated automatically. The decision option with the highest score should be your favorite. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.

**BodyMaps - Visualize Better Health**


BodyMaps is an interactive visual search tool that allows users to explore the human body in 3-D. With easy-to-use navigation, users can search multiple layers of the human anatomy, view systems and organs down to their smallest parts, and understand in detail how the human body works. Using detailed 3-D models of body parts—including muscles, veins, bones, and organs—Body Maps offers a new way to visualize and manage your health. See how the coronary artery delivers blood to the heart, and learn how plaque build-up on artery walls leads to heart disease. Locate the exact location of a pulled muscle or broken bone, and find information on how to prevent injuries. View a cross-section of the human brain, and learn which areas control certain emotions and body functions. By offering rich, detailed anatomical images alongside links to relevant and useful health information, BodyMaps allows you to learn about your body and your health in a personalized and revolutionary new way. This will be added to Healthcare Resources Subject Tracer™.
CourtListener - Use the Power of Search To Follow the Federal Courts of Appeal  
http://courtlistener.com/
This site was created by Michael Lissner as part of a masters thesis at the University of California, Berkeley School of Information. Michael was advised by Assistant Professor, Brian Carver. The goal of the site is to create a free and competitive real time alert tool for the U.S. judicial system. At present, the site has daily information regarding all precedential opinions issued by the 13 federal circuit courts and the Supreme Court of the United States. Each day, they also have the non-precedential opinions from all of the Circuit courts except the D.C. Circuit. This means that by 5:10pm PST, the database will be updated with the opinions of the day, with custom alerts going out shortly thereafter. The coverage of their corpus for a given court varies, but it is growing on a daily basis. They are working to integrate the documents from other online sites that provide free public access to court documents. To see a detailed overview of our corpus (updated daily), visit our coverage page. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Journal Title: Reviews in Health Care  
http://ojs-seed.neagen.it/index.php/rhc
Reviews in Health Care publishes systematic and narrative reviews in all the fields of medicine. We are primarily interested in reviews concerning drugs, devices and diseases, but submission of reviews about surgical procedures or laboratory or epidemiological methodologies and techniques is of great interest to the journal. After registration, Reviews in Health Care is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet.

FigShare - Publish All Your Research Data  
http://figshare.com/
Scientific publishing as it stands is an inefficient way to do science on a global scale. A lot of time and money is being wasted by groups around the world duplicating research that has already been carried out. FigShare allows you to share all of your data, negative results and unpublished figures. In doing this, other researchers will not duplicate the work, but instead may publish with your previously wasted figures, or offer collaboration opportunities and feedback on preprint figures. Upload all of your unpublished data, including negative data, provided that you believe it to be real data. ie. The experiment did not go wrong. Unless we as scientists publish all of our data, we will never achieve access to the sum of all scientific knowledge. All data is searchable, citable with persistent identifiers and taggable with all tags linked. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
National Jukebox Via Library of Congress
http://www.loc.gov/jukebox/

The Library of Congress presents the National Jukebox, which makes historical sound recordings available to the public free of charge. The Jukebox includes recordings from the extraordinary collections of the Library of Congress Packard Campus for Audio Visual Conservation and other contributing libraries and archives. Recordings in the Jukebox were issued on record labels now owned by Sony Music Entertainment, which has granted the Library of Congress a gratis license to stream acoustical recordings. At launch, the Jukebox includes more than 10,000 recordings made by the Victor Talking Machine Company between 1901 and 1925. Jukebox content will be increased regularly, with additional Victor recordings and acoustically recorded titles made by other Sony-owned U.S. labels, including Columbia, OKeh, and others. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

StockTwits - Real Investors, Real Ideas, Real Time
http://stocktwits.com/

Share ideas and learn from passionate investors and traders. Join a global community of investors and traders. Get info and ideas on your favorite stocks. Find investors and traders that match your style. Follow them to find the next great trade and expand your knowledge. Share ideas, trades, links and charts with a wide community. Get feedback. This will be added to Financial Sources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

All Results Journals: Phys

At present, within the research community, more than 60% of the experiments fail to produce results or expected discoveries. Even though, as in many cases this would be frustrating from an objective point of view, this high percentage of “failed” research generates high level knowledge. But generally, all these experiments have not been published anywhere as they have been considered useless for our research target. The objective of The All Results Journals: Phys focuses on recovering and publishing these valuable pieces of information in Physics. These experiments should be taken into account as a vital key for the development of science. These physical negative results are the catalyst for a real science-based empirical knowledge. The journal will cover those original experiments with negative (or secondary) results coming from all disciplines of Physics (Acoustics, Astronomy, Biophysics, Cosmology, Electromagnetism, Mechanics, Nuclear physics, etc). An article in The All Results Journals should be created to show the failed experiments tuning methods or reactions. Articles should present experimental discoveries, interpret their significance and establish perspective with respect to earlier work of the author. It is also advisable to cite the work where the experiments has already been tuned and published. All Results Journals: Phys is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in HTML and PDF format.
Journal of Signal and Information Processing

http://www.scirp.org/journal/jsip/

Journal of Signal and Information Processing is an international refereed journal dedicated to the latest advancement of signal and information processing. The goal of this journal is to keep a record of the state-of-the-art research and promote the research work in the areas.

This journal invites original research and review papers that address the following issues in signal and information processing. Topics of interest are (but not limited to):

* Chaos Theory in EEG Brain Signals
* Chaos Theory in MEG Brain Signals
* Compressive Signal Processing and Sensing
* Fuzzy System (including Fuzzy Control)
* Information Fusion and Its Application
* MEG Signals Processing in Biomedical Research
* Non-stationary Signal Analysis and Time-frequency Analysis
* Optical Signal Processing, Pattern Recognition
* Signal Processing for Cognitive Radio
* Sparse Transform and Compressed Sensing
* Statistical Analysis of Brain Signals After Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
* Adaptive Filtering and Signal Processing
* Artificial Intelligence and Neural Networks
* Array Signal Processing
* Biometrics and Authentication
* Communication Signal Processing
* Computer Vision and Virtual Reality
* Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
* Hardware Implementation for Signal Processing
* Higher Order Spectral Analysis
* Image Processing and Understanding
* Multimedia and Human-computer Interaction
* PDE for Image Processing
* Radar Signal Processing
* Signal Application and Others
* Signal Processing for Security
* Sonar Signal Processing and Localization
* Signal Processing for Bio-informatics
* Signal Processing for Bio-medical and Cognitive Science
* Signal Processing for Internet, Wireless and Communications
* Signal Processing for Sensor Networks
* Spectrum Estimation and Modeling
* Speech and Audio Coding
* Speech Synthesis and Recognition
* Statistic Learning, Machine Learning and Pattern Recognition
* TF Spectrum Analysis and Wavelet
* Video Compression and Streaming

Journal of Signal and Information Processing is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in PDF format.

**Protocol.by - Your Broadcast of Preferred Mode of Contact**
http://www.protocol.by/
Protocol.by is: a) A valuable email signature, a 21st century digital phonebook, and a broadcast of your preferred mode of contact; b) An experimental side-project by Greg Elliott and Hugo Van Vuuren to explore the evolution of communication protocols; and c) Protocol helps you, and those you communicate with, understand and share personal preferences - permission. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Weather Sparks - Interactive Weather Charts**
http://weatherspark.com/
WeatherSpark is a new type of weather website, with interactive weather graphs that allow you to pan and zoom through the entire history of any weather station on earth. Get multiple forecasts for the current location, overlaid on records and averages to put it all in context. We're still in beta, so please pardon any rough edges on the site or glitches in the data - weather stations sometimes report bogus values, and we're working to sort those out. We currently have more than 4,000 weather stations, but we are working to add more. It's primarily METAR right now, but we want to add Mesonet/PWS as well. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**VerticalSearch - Targeted Search, Relevant Results**
http://www.verticalsearch.com/
VerticalSearch.com's mission is to provide users with the best "meta" vertical search experience on the web. As the amount of information available on the web increases exponentially, we believe that vertical search engines have an increasingly important role to play in providing users the most relevant content available in any given vertical information category. VerticalSearch.com has identified the leading vertical search engines in various important categories and allows, in one convenient place, the ability to search multiple vertical search engines at once. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Journal of Agricultural Science (JAS) (Canada)**
http://www.ccsenet.org/journal/index.php/jas/index
Journal of Agricultural Science (JAS) is a peer-reviewed, open access journal, published by Canadian Center of Science and Education. It publishes original research, applied, and educational articles in all areas of agricultural science. The scopes of the journal include,
but not limited to, the following topic areas: agricultural science, agronomy, crop physiology, crop science, horticulture, plant protection, breeding genetics and pathology, soil and environmental Sciences, animal science, forestry, marine lives and utilization science of agricultural resources. Journal of Agricultural Science is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in PDF format.

Centius - A Smarter Approach to Business Intelligence
http://centiusnet.com/
At Centius we’ve strived to make our products as intuitive and user friendly as possible. This all emerged from our strong belief that other BI products on the market today are too burdensome for the user and required a steep learning curve. Their application is designed by the business user for the business user. In designing the Qi™ platform, they took into account all the struggles they ran into as users of the traditional BI solutions. They focused especially on narrowing the gap between the user and viewer (of report, charts and dashboards) and the technical staff. The end result is a very intuitive easy to learn solution with a very low implementation risk. The next generation of Centius Qi™ will include more features towards user customization. Their goal is to make the system work for you and make you as a user more efficient at your core job. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™.

Banckle - Simple and Secure Collaboration Apps
http://banckle.com/
Launched in August 2010, Banckle.com is a collaboration website dedicated to delivering cloud-computing solutions to enterprises on a global scale. Their mission is to provide easy-to-use applications that enable teams to work together regardless of location. In essence, they have created a suite of powerful collaboration tools -- file sharing, web conferencing, live and group chat, email server, remote access, site search, enterprise-level instant messaging -- and made all of them accessible online via an intuitive dashboard interface... just logon, point-and-click, and you're good to go. All of their work is powered by a singular vision: to bring people together. That may sound corny, but they are stimulated by the idea of bringing real collaboration to the masses. They feel that collaboration is the vehicle by which people can become more innovative and productive. Their solutions are designed to be used by any enterprise, regardless of size and location. They are secure, accessible, scalable, flexible, customizable and, well, a lot of fun to use! The price isn't bad either (hint: free for one year!). As the newest division of Aspose Pty Ltd, the world's leading .NET and Java component vendor, Banckle has a worldwide footprint -- they have a corporate presence in both the U.S. and Australia and their distributed teams are located throughout the world. Their working model reflects the global nature of collaboration and is a real-life manifestation of their vision to bring people together through collaboration. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™.
FreePint®
http://www.freepint.com/
FreePint publishes reports, magazines and resources to support professionals who work with information. FreePint Research examines trends in the information industry. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Engineering
http://www.scirp.org/journal/eng/
Engineering is an international journal dedicated to the latest advancement of engineering. The goal of this journal is to provide a platform for engineers and academicians all over the world to promote, share, and discuss various new issues and developments in different areas of engineering. All manuscripts must be prepared in English. Engineering is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in PDF format.

TextChannels - Social News Aggregator
http://www.textchannels.com/
TextChannels is a social news aggregator. Instead of having subsections for different subjects, users create, customize and moderate news channels. Members can follow news channels, give stars to posts and comment. Channel moderators can remove posts and comments, or block abusive users. Voting for comments is more complex than in most news aggregators. Instead of having a simple up/down button, readers can vote for multiple parameters (e.g. funny, useful etc). News channels have different presentation needs. Channel administrators can fine tune their sorting algorithms for both posts and comments to fit their preferences. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Social Informatics Subject Tracer™.

Social Media Guide
http://www.cyberjournalist.net/sree-social-media-guide/
One of the better collection of social media links and tips online is this page from Columbia Journalism School professor and Dean of Student Affairs Sree Sreenivasan. The page includes everything from tipsheets to videos. And part of what makes it so useful is that he is continually updating it, so that while many online guides quickly become out-of-date, this one’s usefulness continues to evolve along with the social media world. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Social Informatics Subject Tracer™.

WiZiQ - Virtual Classroom for Live Online Teaching
http://www.wiziq.com/
WiZiQ is a web-based platform for anyone and everyone who wants to teach and learn live, online. Teachers and students use WiZiQ for its state-of-the-art virtual classroom, to create and share online educational content and tests, and to connect with persons having
similar subject interests. WizIQ is FREE for everyone and takes just few seconds. Whether you are a teacher or a learner, signing up for a WizIQ account is free and simple. Enter your log in essentials (email address, password) and name to get started with an account on WizIQ. In the virtual classroom with all the digital benefits at your fingertips, you can interact online using: a) Images, PowerPoint presentations and documents; b) Full way audio and video sharing; c) Live chat enhances the interaction amongst the participants; and d) Control Privileges with you having full control over the class like in real-world classroom. All classes on WizIQ are automatically recorded so that you can revisit and even search for a certain topic anytime at your convenience. On WizIQ, you can enter your subject interests and discover who else on WizIQ shares similar interests with you. Initiate contact with members around you to exchange knowledge, content and to help each other work towards common goals such as preparing for an exam or assignment. WizIQ lets you produce your content online and convert it in a sharable format, with minimal effort. You can make your content semi-permanent, easy to put on blogs, and embeddable as objects and links. WizIQ is very serious about members’ safety and privacy. Everyday we monitor all activities on WizIQ making sure the safety of our members. Further, no part of your private information is misused or given to any person or business for any commercial purposes. You have a complete control on your privacy through your contact settings. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Knowledge Management & E-Learning: An International Journal (KM & EL)
http://www.kmel-journal.org/ojs/index.php/online-publication

Knowledge Management & E-Learning: An International Journal (KM&EL) aims to publish latest and quality research articles in the multidisciplinary area of knowledge management and electronic learning. We hope to foster a platform for leading research in the emerging new landscape of knowledge intensive economy, which requires the integration of knowledge and learning. Possible topics include (but are not limited to):

* Knowledge management and learning strategies
* Knowledge management and action research
* Knowledge construction in e-learning
* Knowledge modeling and visualization
* Knowledge-based learning systems
* Learning and knowledge portals
* Web-based learning and teaching
* Strategies for e-learning development
* E-learning design, usability, and evaluation
* E-learning in the workplace
* Web-based training
* Electronic performance support systems
* Web-based learning and knowledge communities
* Computer supported collaborative learning
* Human-Computer interaction
* IT security and privacy issues
* Business process and workflow management
* Clinical decision support design and development
* Medical informatics
* E-healthcare

All articles are published in English. Knowledge Management & E-Learning is available free of charge as an Open Access journal on the Internet. Abstracts available online. Articles available in PDF format.

**Pikimal - Best Buying Decisions**


Picture this: you know it's time to buy that Gonkulator you've been thinking about. It will save you time, increase your productivity, and help you build better relationships. But there are new Gonkulators on the market every day- which one do you choose? You've seen a variety of advertisements on billboards and TV, Steve Jobs insists that the iGonk is revolutionizing the market, and your techie friend says to just buy the one with the most megawombats. All you want is the one that best suits your needs, so what do you do? The internet certainly has the information you're looking for, if you spend the time. However, as often happens, by the time you've researched your product enough to figure out that you can't get a clear picture and large memory space for less than $300, you've sunk in two days' worth of time that you'll never get back, and now you're not even sure anymore if the Gonkulator was worth all the trouble. Making informed shopping decisions is time-consuming and difficult to do well. Pikimal’s mission is to help consumers make the best buying decisions. From data that is scattered, vast, and technocratic, Pikimal gathers it all in one place behind an intuitive interface aimed for use by everyday shoppers. Pikimal helps users choose amongst brands and types of products, allowing users find the product that best suits individual needs and preferences. Through Pikimal’s website, consumers interact with product pikis, or web applications that convey each product’s qualities, specifications, and features. The piki allows the user to select how important each feature and specification is to the user, and, upon adjustment, the piki determines the products that best match the user’s preferences. Behind each piki is a current, comprehensive database of products generated from available information. Pikimal features a collection of product pikis, and seeks to build accurate, up-to-date pikis that address a wide range of products. Pikimal aims to suit the needs of various demographics of consumers and looks to grow and change to best address users’ needs. This has been added to [ShoppingBots and Online Shopping 2011](http://pikimal.com/).
Watch™ Paper Review

Vernacular Resistance to Data Collection and Analysis: A Political Theory of Obfuscation by Finn Brunton, Helen Nissenbaum
http://www.uic.edu/htbin/cgiwrap/bin/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/3493

Abstract:
Computer-enabled data collection, aggregation, and mining dramatically change the nature of contemporary surveillance. Refusal is not a practical option, as data collection is an inherent condition of many essential societal transactions. We present one vernacular response to this regime of everyday surveillance, a tactic we call obfuscation. With a variety of possible motivations, actors engage in obfuscation by producing misleading, false, or ambiguous data with the intention of confusing an adversary or simply adding to the time or cost of separating bad data from good. Our paper develops a political theory of obfuscation, linking contemporary and historical cases to develop a descriptive account of obfuscation that is able to capture key commonalities in systems from radar chaff to BitTorrent.

Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs

Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs created and developed by the Virtual Private Library™ combine the best of the latest tools on the Internet. Using bots, blogs and news aggregators the Subject Tracer™ Information blogs generate RSS feeds with the latest resources to create a current information resource flow through niched subject tracers. I am proud to be the creator of the Internet’s first Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs:

Virtual Private Library™
http://www.VirtualPrivateLibrary.com/

Agriculture Resources
http://www.AgricultureResources.info/

AnswerSpot
http://www.AnswerSpot.us/

Artificial Intelligence Resources
http://www.AIResources.info/

Astronomy Resources
http://www.AstronomyResources.info/
Auction Resources
http://www.AuctionResources.info/

Biological Informatics
http://www.BiologicalInformatics.info/

Biotechnology Resources
http://www.BiotechnologyResources.info/

Bot Research
http://www.BotResearch.info/

Business Intelligence Resources
http://www.BIResources.info/

ChatterBots
http://www.ChatterBots.info/

Data Mining Resources
http://www.DataMiningResources.info/

Deep Web Research
http://www.DeepWebResearch.info/

Directory Resources
http://www.DirectoryResources.info/

eCommerce Resources
http://eCommerceResources.info/

Elder Resources
http://www.ElderResources.info/

Employment Resources
http://www.EmploymentResources.info/

Entrepreneurial Resources
http://www.EntrepreneurialResources.info/

Fact Checkers Directory
http://www.FactCheckers.us/

Financial Sources
http://www.FinancialSources.info/
Finding People
http://www.FindingPeople.info/

Games Resources
http://www.GamesResources.info/

Genealogy Resources
http://www.GenealogyResources.info/

Grant Resources
http://www.GrantResources.info/

Green Files
http://www.GreenFiles.info/

Grid, Distributed and Cloud Computing Resources
http://www.GridResources.info/

Healthcare Resources
http://www.HealthcareResources.info/

Information Futures Markets
http://www.InformationFutureMarkets.com/

Information Quality Resources
http://www.InformationQualityResources.info/

International Trade Resources
http://www.InternationalTradeResources.info/

Internet Alerts
http://www.InternetAlerts.info/

Internet Demographics
http://www.InternetDemographics.info/

Internet Experts
http://www.InternetExperts.info/

Internet Hoaxes
http://www.InternetHoaxes.info/

Intrapreneurial Resources
http://www.IntrapreneurialResources.info/
Journalism Resources
http://www.JournalismResources.info/

Knowledge Discovery
http://www.KnowledgeDiscovery.info/
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